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S.A.E.. 30o STAMPED FOR CURRENT

* MANUAL AHM * STEEL CHASSIS * ELECTRONIC SPEED CON.
TROL 33 & 45 * VAB PITCH CONIBOL * H GH TOROUE SEBVO
DFIVEN DC MOTOF * TBANSIT SCREWS * 12'DIE CAST PLATTEB *
NEON STFOBE * CATIBRATEO BAL WEIGHT * BEMOVABLE HEAD

SHELL * Y,'CAHTFIDGE F]XINGS * CUE LEVEB * POIIER 22O]24I]V

5O,6OHZ * 39OX3O5MM * SUPPLIED WITH MOUNTING CUT.OUT
lEMPLATE

PRTCE C59.99 + 83.50 P&P.

STANTON ALSOO GOLDRING G85O
PRICE e15 99 + sOD P&P PRICE e6 99 + 5Oo p&p

Supplied rcadv built and tested

Now €npy a world-wde reputanon lor qualily, rs[abrlity and
periormance at a realislrc price Fou models avarlabl€ to surt lhe needs ol the prolessronal and hobby mrkel, i e, lnduslry,

Lersure, los[umental and HtsFi €lc When companng pn@s, NOTE al I rrcdels include Torotdal power suppty, tntegrat heal srnk,

Gla$ libre P C B , and Drve orcuts to power compalible Vu meler Open and shori orcuil pr@l

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

1 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts
ohms, Frequency Hesponse 'l5Hz -
.H.D. 0.01%, S.N.R. - I 18d8, Sens. tor

[rax, output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 1 15x65mm
PRTCE e33.99 + C3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES
'l '10 watts B.M.S.

'1Hz - 100KHz
w Rate 45V/uS,
ty500mV, S.N.R.

PRICE C39.99 + t3.00 P&P.

g H.M.S.in ooKHz_ 0V uS,T s.ru.n.

pntce eoz.sg + E3.50 P&P.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response lHz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Bate 60V/uS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.0008%, lnpul Sensitivity 500mV,
S.N.R. -130dB Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PRICE e79.99 + t4.50 P&P.

NoTE:- MoS.FET MODULES AHE AVAluilE lN ruO VEHSIONS, STANoABD INPUT SENS 500mV BANo W|oTH 100KHz
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EOUIPMENT COMPATAELE) INPUT SENS 775MV, BAND WIDTH 5OKH2 OFOEB STANDARO OR PEC

*. rs detailed above. A very accurale visualI A red) plus an addiironal on/olf indi€tor.t 
.e mldecaylimei. fougfr moutOea ptasic

& 45mm.

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w + 100w)

MXF400 (200w + 200w) MXF600 (300w + 300w)
All power ratings F l,l| S into 4 ohms

FEATU B ES: t Independenl power supplres ivilh fwo Tororda Translonnerc r Tw n L E D Vu meters r Botary
indended level tf sw V rnpris r Open and shorl
circuit proof t lree Hgh slew rale I Very low

dislortion t Al Fan rmal Protection.

USED THE WORLD OVEF Itil CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS EIC,

SIZES:- MXF 200 Wl9"xH3%" (2U)xD11
MXF 400 Wl9"xH5%" (3U)xD1Z'
MXF 600 Wl9"xH5%" (3U)xD13'

MXF200 f171.35
PRiCES: MXF400 C228.85

MXF600 C322.00
SECURICOR DELIVERY C12 OO EACH

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUOSPEAKEBS
SPEAKER
HIGH FRE.
.A.E. (30p

L McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDENCE
8" IOO WATT CSIOOGPi' GEN PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID. OISCO
RES,FREO,SoHzFREO,RESP,TOI4KHzSENS,99dB PnlCEE29.30+e2.00P&P
1O'IOO WATT ClOIOOGP GUITAB, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID
RES,FREO,ToHzFREO,BESP,TO6KHzSENS,IoOdB PB|CEE3s.58+e2.s0P&P
1O'2OO WATT ClO2OOGP GUITAH, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID
RES,FFIEO,4SHzFBEO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,I03dB PR|CEe4867+12.50P&P
1z, lOO WATT C12lOOGP HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO
RES,FBEO,4SHzFREO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,gSdB PR|CEC37.s9+es.50P&P
'tz 100 w TT cl2100Tc TwrN coNE) HIGH POWER W|DE RESPONSE, P A, VO|CE, DrSCO
RES,FBEO,4SHzFREO,BESP,TOI4KHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEe38.58+€3.50P&P
1z, 2OO WATT CI22OOB HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P A
RES,FREO,40HzFREO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,IoOdB PR|CEE65.79+e3.5OP&P
'IZ'3OO WATT C.I23OOGP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOABDS, DISCO, ETC
RES,FREO,45HzFREQ,RESP,TOsKHzSENS,I00dB PB|CEe8751+e3.50P&P
I5' lOO WATT CI5'IOOBS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREOUENCY, P A, DISCO
RES,FREO,40HzFREOBESP,TOsKHzSENS,gSdB PRICE!55.05+€4.OOp&p
'I5'2OO WATT C.I52OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREQ,40HzFREO,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB PR|CEe7s.10+84.00P&P.I5'250 WATT Cl525OBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,40HzFREQRESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB PH|CEe82.s4+e4.s0P&P
15'4OO WATT C.Is4OOBS VERY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS
RES,FREQ,40HzFREO,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,I02dB PR|CEe96.47+t450P&P
18'4OO WATT C.I84O4BS EXTBEMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES,FREQ,2THzFREQ,BESP,TO3KHzSENS,99dB PR|CEE172.06+Es.oop&p

ALL EAHBENDEF UNITS I OHMS (ExcepLEB&S,1EEBlOS1whchaedualnpedfficelapped@ 4&Bahn)
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND

5%" 60 WATT EB550TC rnrytN CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC.
BES,FREO,63Hz.FREQ,RESP,TO20KHz.SENS,92dB.......................pRtCEe9.99+t.l.5Op&p
6%" 60 WATT EB640TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULI-ARRAY DTSCO ETC.
RES,FREO,38Hz FREO,RESP,TO20KHz.SENS,94dB........ ......... .......pRtCEE.tO.99+e1.5Op&p

oNE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC.
Tg ,8KHz. SENS, BgdB. ...........................pRtCE ei 2.99 + t1.50 p&p
CONE) HI-FI, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.

RES,FREO,35HzFREO,RESP,TOI2KHzSENS,S6dB pRtCEEt6.49+e2.OOp&p

THEVERYBESTIN OUALTTY AXD VALUE

MADE ESPECIALLY TO SUIT
TODAY'S NEED FOR COM.
PACTNESS WITH H GH OUTPUT
SOUND LEVELS FINISHED IN
HARDWEARING BLACK VYNIDE
WITH PROTECTIVE CORNEBS,
GRILLE AND CARRYING HANOLE
INCORPORATES 1Z' DBIVEF PLUS
HIGH FREO HORN FOR FULL
FREQ RANGE 45H2-20KHZ BOTH
MODELS 8 OHM SIZE Hl8" X W15'\ D1Z'

cHotcE oF Tvyo [toDELs

POWER RATINGS OUOTEO IN II/ATTS FIIS FOB EACH CABINET

oMP 12-100 (10OW 10&B) PRTCE 1159.99 PER PA|F
oMP 12-200 (200W 102d8) PRTCE GZ)9.99 pER pAtF

SECURICOF DEL.:- 81200 PEF FA|H

TWO SUPERB HIGH
POWER CAR STEREO
BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
1s0 wAns (75+75) |NTO4 OHMS
300 wAns (1s0+ 150)tNTo4 oHMS
FEATUFES:-
* HIGH & LOW INPUT IMPEDANCES
A HIGH & LOW INPUT SENSITIVITIES
* VARIAELE INPUTGAIN CONTROL
A SHOBTCIHCUITOUTPUT

PROTECTION
r POWER REOUIREMENT 12V D C
PRICES: 150 WArl& 0o150 WATTC43 00

I e95 00 + e3 00 P&P EACH

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROLA' ic m cotl) of a Piezo twe ed transienltc m cott) ot a piezo twe ed transienl
ordi tweelers. As a cros se units can
p to re il 2 put in senes). LEAFLETS

'lKSN2036Al 3" rorn.i wiih nrotF.tiva wirp

,""i. Upp ned
mrd qh q

-r \ andand
TYPE
silver
Price
LEVEL CONTROL Conibines on a rry rcfnc
plate, level conlrol and cabrnet -D-- =7 -F:--85x85mm Prie C3.99 + sop P&P

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L & R

Pdce e134.99 - C4.00 P&P

PROVEiI TFANSUITTEB DESIGI{S INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIBCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIBCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3W FI IRAflSITmR 80.1mMHz VAFICAP CoNIRoU.ED PRoFESS|oNAL pEF.

FORMANCE, MNGE UP TO 3 MILES, SIZE 38 X I23MM, SUPPI.Y 12V @ OsAMP,
PRTCE fi{.19 + fi.m P$ 3 watr FM

FI IICFo IRAil$mER (8UG) lmt08MHz VARICAP TUNED CoMPLEIE WIH Transmirtei
VEBY SENS FETMIC MNGE 1OO.3OOm, SIZE56 x 46mm, SUPPLYgVBAn, PaEE

K! ffis',fHt'f,!:8.?,i !ft%.y,,,i?pff

i
I
I
,



THE R-[EMONITOR II
100 WATT SPEAKER KIT f60.00 +f3.50 P&P (pairl
RESP0NSE:55H2-20kHz

BASS POLYMER CONE D: 22cm

DOME MEETER: 14mm

OVERALL SIZE
(HWD):382,252,204mm

RECOMMENDED AMP POWER:
10-100 wans per channel
The perlormance stan-
dard achieved in this
compact design is distinc-
tively superior to any-
thing else available at the
price. The drive units
used are of sophisticated
design and have been
carefully integrated with a
Complex Crossover.
Stereo performance is exceptionally good with z

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-
tion. All the components are mounted on the
single P C.B. which is already punched and
backpri nted.
! 30Wx2 (DlN 4 ohm)
r CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll, tuner and phono

inputs.
r Separate treble and bass
r Headphone jack
Size (H W D ) 75x400x195mm
Kit enclosed: case, P.C B , allcomponents, scale
and knobs C35.80. post f3.50
(Featured proiect in Everyday Electronics April
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit

30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

BPMg 10

BPO52A

Oty por pact
3 8"x5'Speaker 4(l 6 waimade by E.M.l.
1 30W dome tweeter Size 90x66mil JAPAilmade
6 2200p1 can type Electrolytic 25V d c computer

grade made in UK by PHILIPS
3 33000p1 16V d c. eleckolylic high quality

compulet gtade UK made
3 2000pf 50V d.c electrolytic high quality

computer grade made in USA
20 20 ceramic trimmere
4 Tuning capacitors, 2 gang dielectric a m type

10 3 position, S tag slide switch 3 amp rated
125V a c. nade in USA

5 Push-button switches, push on push off,2 pole
change over. PC moudt JAPAN made

6 2 pole 2 way rotary switch
2 Rioht angle, PCB mounling rolary switch,

4 pole,3 way rotary switch UK nade by LORLIN
4 3 pole,3 way miniature rotary switch with one

extra position off (open trame YAXLEY type)
4 4 pole,2 way rotary switch UK made by LORLIN

30 Mixed control knobs
10 Slide potentiometers (popular values)
6 Stereo rotary potentiometers
2 100k wire wound double precision

potentiometers U( made
5 Single '100k multitune pots, ideal for varicap

tuners UK made by PHILIPS
4 UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed and

untested UK made by PHILIPS
2 FM stereo decoder modules with diagram

UK made by PHILIPS
6',x%', High g
AM lF module
AM-FM tuner llard
Hi-Fi stereo pre-amp module inputs lor CD, tuner
tape, magnetic cartridge with diagram
UK made by MULURD
All metal co-axial aerial plugs
Fuse holders, panel mounting 20mm type
ln line fuse holders 20mm type
UK made by BULGIN
5 pin din, 180" chassis smket
Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted
2 8m lengths or 3 core 5 amp mains flex
Large VU meters ,APAIV made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone stereo crystal 6nridge with 78 and
lP styli JAPAN nade
l\4ono Cassette Fecord and play heads
6-0-6 4VA mains transformers, PC mount UK made
24V 0.3VA mains power supply. Brand new boxed
UK made by MULURD
OC44 transistors. Remove paint kom top and it
becomes a photo+lectric ell (or Pl2)
UK made by MULURD
Low signal transislors n p n, p n.p. types
14 watt output transistors 3
complimentary paic in T066 case

lldeal replacement for ADl6l and l62s)
Tape deck pre-amp lC with record/replay
switching No 1M1818 with diagram
5 watt audio lCs. No TBA800 /,AIEZI
Motor sptrd @ntrol lcs, as used with most
ca$ette and re@rd player motors
Digital DVM meter lC nade by PLESSEY
as used by n/AflDAF with diagram
7 segment 0.3 LEO display (R.E.D )

Bridge reaifiers, 1 amp,24V
Assorted carbon 16istors
Power supply PCB with 30V 4VlA transrormer
MC7818CT lC & bridge rcctifier Size 4"x23/t"
6.35mm Mono jmk plugs
6,35mm stereo sitched iack sockets
Coax chasis mount s@lets
3mtr Euro-mains lead with chassis socket

Bm18

No.

BP(,l3
BMl5B
BPOl6

Bm19
Bm20
Bm21

BPO22.

Bma
BP()24

BP(,26
BPO27
BPO28
BPO29
Bm30

Bm31

BP045A 2
BP0/6 4
8P047 I

BP05o 30
BP051 6

BPOSA 4
BPGI4 3
BPO34A 2
BPO34B 1

Bm35 6
Bm36 6
Bm37 6

BM38 N
Bm39 6
8P041 3
BP042 2
BFO43 30
BPO44 2

BPoltit 5
8P054 10

8F055 1

BP056 4
BP057 8
BPO58 200
BP05S 1

BP061 5
BP06it 5
BPO64 12
8P055 1

of detail. Distortion throughout the frequenc'\
range is low even at quite high power input an(
lhis glves a great sense of dynamic range an(
openness especially when used in bi-wiret
mode.
Supplied with:- 2 READY CUT BAFFLES, ALt
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS, 2 BASS MID
RANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIRE
GRILLE CLOTH, SCREW TERMINALS ANt
SCREWS.

TV SOUND TUNER

one of the questions designers apparently pon-

GOODMANS 6OW CAR GRAPHIC

As new condition but have been returned by customers
o hey e attention. Hence the
p 8.00 of these units and You
g h on e2.90

ogroverls wlll anyone nolCe lrwesaverllollcy
by chopping this out?" ln the domestic TV set,
one of the fi rst casualties seems to be the sound
quality. Small speakers and no tone controls are
quite common and that really is quite sad, as the
TV companies do their best to transmit the high-
est quality sound. Given th
pact independent TV tune
to your Hi-Fl is a must for
The unit is mains operat
TUNER offers full UHF coverage with 5 pre-
selected tuning controls. lt can also be used in
con.iunction with your video recorder
f29.50 +f2,50 p&p

As above but with built-in stereo head-
phone amplifier for the hard of hearing

f35.90 +f2.50 p&p

LCD DIGITAL MULTI TEST METER ac oc
Volts resistance and DC Amps. Most of these units are
new but have been returned or rejected by the store
and sold with all faults at fl1 00 each Postage f1.00
(Made by Ross Electronics)

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RADIO

Headphone/earphone
jack socket.

Size 230Hx 150Wx65D
Ref RE-5500.
Brand new.

Price f14.95
+ f2.80 P&P

Mains and banery operated. High quality vHF/FM,
Medium and Long Wave recepti
6 pushbutton selected '\

preset stations.
Fully retractable telescopic
aeri al

TV SOUND TUNER KIT€11.50+f1.30 P&P
All parts including Varicap tuner, mains transformer,
PCB with lC's capacitors and coils etc, to build the unit
illustrated above; without case and scale

SHURE H]FI STEREO MAGNETIC CAR-
TRIDGE Fitted with an elliptical diamond stylus
supplied with fitting kit and instructions A good quality
unit made to sell for well over twenty pounds due to
scoop pu rch ase, we a re able to offer these at a fraction of
the manulacturers price All units are brand new and
boxed f7.20 each. lf you order in multiples of five you
getone free Postage fl.30 (Made in U S A )

EXIRACTABLE HOUSING rcR YOUB CAR STEBEO T SIZE DIITI E

* HANDLE II{CLUDED T SPACE rcR MEMORY BATIEBY T 4OR
2 SPEAKER SYSTEM.
ENAEUS YOU TO REMOVE YOUB VATUED STEREO FROM YOUR

CAR IWTTHOUT IHE AID OF A HAMMER AND CHISEL, CHAINSAW
ETc). €9.95 postage C2.50

KOSS MlNl SPEAKERS Use instead of head
phones on your personal stereo, just plug in instead of
headphones. Koss sound cells can be mounted on top of
your personal stereo with the holder supplied or simply
detach for shelf mounting This quality unil was made to
sell for over seventeen pounds by the KOSS professional
headphone company oi the U S A. Due to a massive

HILLS KITS IN STOCK * SEND FOR CATALOGUE buy in multiples of ten and you get one free Poslage
E1 50

SOLAR POWEBED WOODEN MODELS
ATTRACTIVE AND EDUCATIONAL

KOSS STEREO HEADPHONES Hish quarity
light weight stereo headphones fitted 3 5mm jack with
adaptor to 6 4mm jack ldeal use Hifi or personal stereos
madetosellforninepounds OurpricetorthisunitC4.25
Postage 60p

Hi-Fi stereo cassette deck transport
mechanism, complete with 3 digit rev counter
and tape heads, 'l2V d.c. operation Unused
manufacturers surplus JAPAN made
€6.20 +t1.50 P&P 2 for f10 +f2.50 P&P

SPECIAL OFFER - BUY ALL THREE and

i a:i.

got the postage FREE

i MULTIBAND RADIO
I VHF 54-'176 MHz + AM CB BANDS 1-80
1 Listen to: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL,

AIRCRAFT, RADAR

f 1 7. 95 naor oPeYFhlcetrl5 I'-=3
POSTAGE MANYMANYMORE

c2'85 souELcH coNTHoL
,,RUBBER DTJCK AERIAL"
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It's{requency meters and power
supplies this month. Mike
Barwise explains further

32

More of your very own little
circuit ideas

36

Keith Brindley has a lot to shout
aboutwiththis little device Very
loud sounds from a very simple
circuit

40

Are your plants receiving the
correct amount of water every
day? Why notput your mind at
rest with this automatic plant
waterer Edward Banow shows
you how

42

Geoff Martin unlocks some
simple ideas for projects

. :i. f.
A base guitarist's dream to have
all preset performances with
high quality bass, there at the
press of a button. Bob Whelan
has produced the best
equipment around

t4

George Pickworth continues
his fascinating series on ground
communication.

2l

John Linsley Hood is back with
a new series on some basic
techniques for radio reception

ln this second part, Dennis
Stanfield constructs the Y
ampliflers and tests his
oscilloscope

48

A St Valenilne novelty badge to
serenade your sweetheart
Keith Brindley lovesthe idea of
this one

s4

With a flash of inspiration,
Kevjn Kirk highlights some
ideas {or improving the
alternative light source

Page 48
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I lthough you rnight not believe it.
flrnn pnolograpn snows a new
anechoic chamber built for the Ford
Motor Company to test in-car stereo
systems The chamber features an
unusual microphone suspension
system comprising a series of thin
wires (presumably, thati what you can
see in the pic holding up the
microphone!) which help to minimise
sound reflection

Assessment of Joudspeaker per-
formance in an anechoic chamber
traditionalJy relies on microphones
arranged at 15o intervals at one metre
distance from the speaker under test
Microphones are typically supported
on stands or rods, but the actual
supports distort the sound by
reflection, so producing odd results
The thin wires used in Ford's new
chamber are to minimise these
reflections, hence giving more

accurate results
The chamber has been built at

Ford's research and development
facility at Dunton in Essex and is to
serve as the European test centre for
the entire range of Ford-installed
loudspeakers Ford intends the
chamber to be the most advanced
such test facility in Europe, and hopes
it now has the lead over its
competitors

An extensive range of parameters
including resonance, damping factor,
one third octave and narrow band fre-
quency response, swept total
harmonic distortion. Theil/Small
parameters and speaker cone
excursion can be measured using the
chamber Any manufacturer hoping
to supply Ford will be required to
ensure their speakers meet Ford's
requirements under such tests

f!ritish Telecom has proudly
IJannounced iull operation of its
computerised customer service
system (CSS) tfuoughout the UK.
The system has been built up overlhe
past two. yqar.ar'dt arate oJ.two Eitesper
month aiound tha nation, and the last
link was Ealing in West London,

, Reason {or the system was the
nCed fo1.,fasier. processing. of te.le-
phone enquiries fiom custom€rs for

sydtem is supposed to €nsure even
complexi enquiries can,be deqltrwith

CSS !q a
based sgstem
tora wide ran
an average response time of 2 to 3
s€ionds, In a iypical ,BT telephone
district, CSS allows staff te ai:cess
1000 on.line program!, 140 million
database record!, 800 database
record types; 50 gigabytes of disc
storage, with 2000 screen options..

rec #i';
similar CSS system to Singapore
-Iblecom,.in q dgal..wo-rth some t13

/\ range. of plug-in 
. 
fibre optic

I lextenders tor serial data com-
munications (called FOX) has been
introduced by SAS Communications,
o{ Kent. lntended for use with
compUters, terminals, printers and so,
on, the devices upgrade the usual
serial data distance limitations, to
allow communications over disfance5
up to 1km. Protection is also claimed
against interference, corruption,
electronic surveillance and lightning
strikes

FOX's advantage is that it plugs
lnto the rear o{ the computer or
printer, directly. inio t[e usual D-type
interlace All standard interface
circuits: R5232/V24; R5422/
Y 17 / X27 : R5423 /Vfi I X26 arid so
on are accommodated, with a
maximum data rate of 100Kb/s.
Power can be derived externally; o1
from the hosi device, through the D-
type connector

A pair of optical fibres then
connects FOX to a similairly placed
FOX on the device to be communic-
ated with. Optical fibres of many
standard types can be used.

Lfewsis,thatsalesofsatellitedishes extensive television and press
l\ dropp"d.onsiderably atthe end advertising spent by British Saiellite
of last year Surprising really, in the Broadcasting over the months before
run up to Christmas! A survey Christmas BSB expects to launch its
commissioned by the FinancialTimes satellite television service in the spring,
and undertaken by Continental so it could be we're all waiting {or it
Research, reporis that although before we buy
around 400.000 homes have an Whatever the reasons, BSB is
installed dish, only 35000 were erperiencing its own problems
installed during November That\ although these are being played
against the figures of 72,000 and dorun First. wherearethesquarials?
122,000 installed during September Second. where are the chips? Neither
and October have materialized at the time of

Reasons for the decline are writing For further news, watch this
thought to be manifold, but the most space - better still, watch that space
obvious would appear to be the (up there. that is!)

I new hand-held scanning
Amodule, with oprical character
recognition is available Jrom Hakuto.
Capable of scanhing a document at
upto,2 inches per second, the scanner
is claimed to have many technical

ntly available
t-

For half{one scanning a selection
of six dither paiteins are available,
coupled with ten brightness and three
ioirttast levelS Resolution up to 300
dots per inch is possible

Captured image information can

be stored most
desk top

OpticaJ
war€ can
between 8
75 charact
the software may. be ;trairsfl te
recognise more.

Captured qhhanurneiie infoim,
ation Word.
Perfe

S aitable
irom Hakuto International. Waltham
Cross (0992 769090): 

r
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A nother examnle of radio tech-
Ano,ogy ln retarrourrels nas come
to our attention this month Radio
Data Systems of London has pro-
duced a system specifically to monitor
cooling or freezing cabinets in shops
and sound an alarm if temperature
rises above a predetermined level.
The idea is that customers can be

assured that chilled or frozen food is

being maintained at a suflicently low
temperature

System comprises- miniature
battery-powered temperature sensors
and radio transmitters located in
cooling or freezing cabinets, and a

cenhal monitoring unil which receives

their transmissions. [f any transmitter
indicates a higher temperature than
the preset value, the central unit
display will sound an alarm.

Radio Data Systems is quick to
point out that the low power
requirements of the transmitters, their
small size, and the fact that not only
temperature sensors may be attached
to them make the system idealfor use

in many other applications, too,
including remote monitoring o{
industrial processes, or even
annunciation systems in burglar
alarms

Radio Data Systems can be found
at Merton, london (01 542 1031)
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Aff::I.:lii:H".i';irffi
now, ifs always nice to see a novel
implementation of it, particularly
when the design and.inanufacture is

British and qood looking, too.
Using an ofiset parabollc horn

transducer to transmit and receivd the
ultrasonic waves, the measure (called

Pu,isar by its friends) features accurate
targetting and a consequent large
range. Distances of up to some 30
metres can be measured by Ptrlsar,
with an accuracy of + 0.5%. This
performance is aided by the {qvicet
abilitg to ignore objects partially
obstructing the measurement path.

Pulsar also leatures an integral
calculator and mernory and, with its
RS232 interface. can be linked to
computeis. AII thii for just f160;
Pulsar is marketed by Fisco Products
of Rayleigh-

tFhe Barclavs. Philips and Shell
I consortium (BYPS) formed to

I operate one ofthe Telepoint networks
is to supply base stations. neiwork
equipment and handsets for the island

of Guernsey The agreement with
Guernsey fblecom means that BYPS
will be the sole provider of the
Telepoint service for GuernseY

System willbe lo lhe common air
interf ace (CA[) standard, whlch

means that handsets {rom any of the
four operators licenced by ihe Gov-
ernment to provide a service will
eventua)ly work in Guernsey Other
operators' equipment, however, does
not yet conform to the CAI standard,
so BYPS should effectively clean-up
on the island

Guernsey's new system is the first
Telepoint service to be built outside the
UK mainland

from our antipodean correspon-
l, dent, Tievor Rees. comesareporl
about a novel use of swtiched mode
gower supplies

Australian electrical engineers
have invented a 25kg rectifier to
replace conventional bulky rectifiers

- some weighing 700kg - used in
:eiephone exchanges Rectifiers trans-

:orm standard indr-rstrial electrcity into
iSV DC used {or telephone switching

5ear Using conventional supplies, an

erchange serving 10,000 telephones
'c,:uld need two 2004 rectifiers, each
J metres high and 1.5 metres wide.
ii're Melbourne-based company!
.1:sr-node Power Systems Pty Ltd, has

--::;: a prototype 200A rectifier about
:::e s:ze of a shoebox.

.lrailable commercially about
:su. it tri[ release floor space in

er:hanges crowded by new gener-
::::-.. :{ leiecommunications equip-
:::err and allow easier and safer ins'
-a--a:cn aad maintenance. Noting
:la: racr:{ier size and weight were
:-:ec:.-; prcportionaJ ro the frequency
:: ::e po.i er used in the conversion
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process, Ausmode's engineers
realised that you could inctease the
frequency and consequently lower
the rPcrifier's size and u'eight.

The key is to use MOSFETS to
increase the frequency of the mains
supply and then convert it to 48 volt
DC with Iighter, srnaller and cheaper
rectifier materials. lan Dixon. the
electrical engineer who founded
Ausmode. belreves this switched-
rnode techrrology is usable in an

estimated 70 per cent oI consumet
electronics goods worldwide.

He said: "Every piece of electronic
equipment coming into Australia has
a power supply that converts mains
electriciiy to that used by its own
circuitry - these systems are small
versions of telephone exchange
rectifiers. Ausmode aims at designing
and building switch-mode power
supplyunitsforexport andalsofor
local installation into irnported
equipment, where the Government's
offset policy encourages some
Australian content in overseas
manufacturers.
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fun-European isthe in-term in tele-
, communications these days. so it
appears lf you want to look as if you
know what you're talking about, just
spiel a bit aboutthe telecoms marketfor
all manner of devices such as cellular
telephones and pagers; drop a few
abbreviations like PCN, CT2, ERMES;
and while you're spieling - say pan-
European standard afewtimes [f you
can find anyone no too bored to listen
to allthis rubbish, they'll no doubt hail
you as an industry messiah (or is it
pariah?)

Tiuth is. the term pan-Europeanis
a catch-all, generally used when
people are tryingto get away from the
fact that British and other Continental
companies are finding it increasingly
difficultto compete with foreign (and
by foreign, I mean Japanese) imports.

It all seemed to start when cellular
telephone systems were in develop-
ment Even before they hit the streets,
experts were already talking about a
pan-European digital standard which
would create a new generation of
cellular telephones, usable when
roaming all over Europe (Presumably,

a customer crossing a borderbetween
two countries doesn't need to speak
two different languages Ed ) Now, this
ls nothing more than an incredibly
devious way oI moving the goalposts
sothatthe Japanesefootball missesthe
goal. ln effect, the idea is to sell more
European equipment, based on the
premise that foreign competition wont
be able to keep up with European
wranglings

And if thafb devious, considerthis
Along comes CT2, the second genera-
tjon pf cordless telephone (nothing to
do with cellular telephones), known
cryptically as telepoint Before
handsets are even available tothe man
in the street (an incredibly deep pun, if
you take the time to work it out!),
manufacturers and operators alike are
talking about a new version of the
system Atpresent, CT2 networks are
not compatible - a telephone handset
{rom one operator cannot work on
another operator's network. Later this
year all networks must conform to a

nationalstandard known as common
air interface (CAI), which makes all
handsets and all networks compatible.

.Apart from making existing
handsetsobsolete, which ['m sure will
annoy many customers, this new CAI
standard is still not pan-European.
Next generation of CT2 handsets will
probably be digital, and yes, you've
guessed it, totally incompatible with
either of the two previous designs.

The same thing is happening in the
radio paging field. An international
standard: CCITT radio paging code
number 1, previously known as the
Post Office code standards advisory
group (POCSAG), is no longer any
good itseems, to beat offthe Japanese,
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so let's have another one: European
radio message system (ERMES)
Thaf ll do the trick for at least a couple
more years Too bad if the customer is

confused and unhappy
Yes, yes, yesl I know this is

somewhat simplistic way of looking at
things But you can't expect the
customer to appreciate the intricacies
of the arguments for another new
generation of equipment standard
The customer doesn't care if one
standard only caters for a certain
number of users, after which a newer,
bigger, better standard has to be
created Allthe customer is interested
in, real)y, is cost. And new new stan-
dard, whether it bears the pan-
European banner or not. means in-
compatible equipment; hence artifi-
cially raised costs

Acomparison can, and should, be
made with the way television broad-
casting is about to take a leap forward

The much-used, and much-abused,
term high d efinitio n te levisio n (HDf V)
generally refers to any television system
which displays roughly twice the
number of horizontal lines as are dis-
played by current television receivers.
So, European television systems,
based on 625 lines should have about
1250 lines to be classed as HDTV.

Initially, Japanese manufacturers
suggested a system which has 1125
horizontal lines to be accepted as a
world standard The Americans
lapped it up (although even they seem,
currently, to be having second
thoughts), but here in Europe the
various television operators (led by the
IBA) decided against it. Remarkably,
iherr argument (unlike allthe mobile
communications operators' argu-
ments for new standards) is that the
Japanese HDTV system is
incompatible with current European
television systems.

Consequently, European choice
for HDTV is based on a system which
will be compatible. Existing television
receiverswillbe able to receive HDTV
signals, albeit with a decoder box.
Result: happy customer, happy manu-
facturers, happy operators - and a
pan-European system which keeps
out the foreign competition.

Complaints, That's His
Department
Although final figures couldn't be
available at the time of writing, it's
known that Oftel received somewhere
in the region of 32,000 complaints by
the end of 1989, about the telephone
service provided by British Telecom.
This is some 8,000 more than the
prevtous maxlmum

Data on Satellite
Arecentdecision bythe Government
changes the rules regarding the trans-
mission of digitaldata via satellite links.
Previously, UK satellite data providers
could only transmit to UK earth
stations, but the change allows trans-
mission ro anywhere within Europe.
thus opening up the market for the
satellite operators

MercuryRising
Finally, a note to watch Mercury in the
next couple of years lt'll be interesting
to see how the company will totally
reconfigure its telephone network in
the light of its recent Governmental
approval to operate a PCN network.
Currently, the Mercury network
depends on the linkto customers over
BT locallines.

This is quite restrictive in two ways
First, customers cannot have a simple
Mercury connection, they are always
connected tothe Mercury networkby
a BT line, so must opt to select the
Mercury network (by pressing the
infamous blue button) [n effect,
customers have to have a BT line (and
rent it!) even if they dont wish to usethe
BT network to place their calls

Second, Mercury must pay a

considerable amount of money to BT
forthis pleasure - some f 300 million
in the last six months of last year Not,
you'll agree, a pleasant arrangement
for Mercury.

With a PCN network, Mercury will
have the capability to allow customers
to connect directly to the Mercury net.
work - by a radio link!Thus dispens-
ing with the requirements for BT local
lines Whateverthe PCN network costs
to set up and run, it's bound to be less
than the amount Mercury (and, in-
directJy, the customer) currently pays
to BT. Also, it allows the customer to
dispense with BT altogether

Allround, this willgive even greater
savings for the Mercury customer.

Keith Brindley
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Blueprint is a column intended to provide suggested answers
to readers' electronics design problems Designs are only
carriedoutforitemstobepublished, a ed
bythecolumnist. Circuitspublishedi ed
to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping Individual correspondence will not be entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items for publication

NOTE:
W = 1M3915
X = iO16
Y =,O11
z = 40-t7
ALL TBANSISTOBS = BC184L
USE TWO CHANNELS FOR STEREO

o.fl"olA.. --*o
l1

Fig. 1

ft's both gratifying and helpful to
Ireceive feedback from readers
about this column - whether the
comments are positive or negative I

have a letter from Malaysia.
Nrin Tan from St Xaviers Institu-

tion, who 'went into electronics last
yearl has some comments and
suggestions about the audio spectrum
analyser covered in the August 1989
Blueprint He believes that the design
js Jar too expensive because it uses a

separate LM3915 per channel He
has sent a circuit (Fig 1) showing a

multiplexed display driving scheme
intended to reduce the cost substan-
tially

He describes how this works: 'The
ten outputs from the detectors are fed
into the 4016 analogue switches
which are controlled by the 4017
decade counter Only one of the
analogue switches is switched on at a
time by the 4017 at about 500H2 The
4017 also switches on one of the
transistors, connecting the required
column to the * ve supply rail At the
same time the LM3915 (which is set
to dot model) turns on one of its
outputs, corresponding to the input
signal Clocking the 4077 at 500H2
cycles through all ten columns 50

10

times per second! So the eye sees ten
LEDs continuously lit!

I had considered multiplexing at
the time of writing August's Blueprint,
but rejected the idea for several
reasons On reconsidering this in the
light of Nrin Tant letter, it might have
been useful to have covered this
possibility at the time, but there were
a few reasons why I didn't

First was that I think that dot mode
does not look right for this application
Multiplexing bar mode, however,
needs a substantial driver Nrin Tan's

circuit is barely suitable even to
multiplex the unit in dot mode as it
stands The circuit is set for a LED
current of approximately 28mA,
above the safe limit for long term
reliability A more reasonable current
would be 20mA. which would give an
average LED current ol 2mA.
Because the eye responds better to
brief than the continuous light, each
LED looks brighter than would one
LED running at a continuous 2mA

It's unlikely that the display would
be bright enough to be satisfactory
when using 0 2in LEDs, although it
would look better if smallLEDs. which
give a more concentrated light, were
used [f barmode were used, thenthe

LM3915 would overheat when used
at such a high current per LED. Fig 2
shows a scheme which would be able
to multiplex a bar display, or provide
a brighter dot display

Third, another snag when multi-
plexing LM3915s is that they are sen-
sitive to voltage drops in the earth
track, and the variations in voltage
drop caused by multiplexing'could
cause apparent interaction between

channels. One way to avoid this
problem is to use thick tracks and/or
wlres for all 0V and power con-
nections, and to route the earth track
intelligently so that there is little
interaction even if the track has a
significant resistance Attention to this
detailcan also avoid the ICs oscillating
whether or not the display is multi-
plexed.

Final disadvantage of multiplexing
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LEFT OUT

RIGHT IN

R IGHT OUT

Fig. 3

is that the switching frequency can get
into the audio signal, and render the
display inaccurate. The answer to this,
again, is good layout.

To conclude this subject, some
constructors who want the ultimate
performance may Iind that the use of
one LM3915 per channel is prefer-
able, while others may preler the
economy of multiplexing

I have another letter, from D J
Bruyns, for whom I recently designed
a loudness control circuit He
expresses surprise that a linear
potentiometer is shown as the volume
control in a loudness circuit, despite
the well known need to use a

logarithmic pot as a volume control in
order to achieve a reasonable control
Iaw. The reason for using a linear pot

is that the wiper of the 100k pot is

connected via a 10k resistor to a

virtual earth summing point This
loads the signal on the wiper and
distorts the linear law of the pot to give

an approximation to a logarithmic
control law To use a log pot in this
position would be too much of a good
thing.

Mr Bruyns also sent a circuit,

gleaned from a catalogue, of an
electronic (that is voltage controlled)
volume and loudness control, shown
in Fig 3 He asks whether this type of
circuit adds distortion to the signal,
and if so how much

In general, all voltage controlled
gain circuits introduce distortion, as

well as noise, so they cannot be
recommended for the best quality hifi
some [Cs of this type, however,
introduce fairly low levels of noise and
distortion, so they can be used on
smaller, slightly less critical sound
systems The TCA730 is a Phillips lC
intended for use as a voltage
controlled stereo volume control
There is a companion IC (TCA740,
I believe) which is a voltage controlled
tone control The distortion figures for
the TCA730 are as follows:

Distortion at lV RMS output
Typical Maxlmum

Gain dB distortion distortion
+ 10- + 20 0 1% 0.2%

0-+10 03% 05%
-5-0 0 3% 0.5%

-70--50 05% l09o

This performance seems suitable
for use in a remote controlled
television, or in a small cardboard
stereo system, but not in audiophile
equipment. I know of one supplier
which stocks this [C, along with a wide
range of other audio devices:

Dalbani Corporation
2733 Carrier Avenue
Los Angeles
California 90040
Telephone +273727 0054

VALVES
BRIMAR _ COSSOR _ EIMAC _ GEC

_ HIVAC - MAZDA _ MULLARDS _ RCA _
SIEMANS _ SELECTRON _ TEONEX _ ETC

Over 3 million valves available from stock. Please
phone for a competitive quote.

We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; a wide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves; transmitting, receiving,
industrial and rare vintage wireless valves and
sockets.

We also offer: Semiconductors; Video Heads and
Belts; lntegrated Circuits; Diodes; lndustrial
Cathode Ray Tubes.

How to buy: You may phone our sales deskO474
560521 (24hour answering service) and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
same day.

UK orders p&p 81.00 per order.
Please add 150/o VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost.

A selection from our stock of branded valves
2A3 12.50

5B4GY 4.95

5U4G 4.50

6cA7 3,50

6CG7 4.s0

6CW4 8.50

6DJ8 1.35

60K6 1.50

6EJ7 0.85

6FQ7 4,50

6GK6 3.95

6JB6A 9.s0

6JS6C 10.95

6KD6 12.50

6L6GC 3.50

6106 9.50

6SN7GT 3.50

6U8A 1.50

6V6GT 2.50

6X4 1.50

12417 1.50

12ATruVA 2,50

124U7 0,85

fiAn 0.95

12AX7WA 2.50

124Y7 3.95

12BH7A 4.95

12By7A 3.50

12E1 19.50

211 18.95

5728 59.00

805 22.50

811 15,00

8124 35.00

813 19.50

845 29,50

8724 20,00

5636 5.50

5642 9,50

5751 2,95

5814A 3.2s

5842 11.00

5881 9.95

5899 4.50

5963 1.75

5965 2.15

6057 3,75

6136 2.50

61468 9.50

6189 4.50

6201 6.45

6267 5.00

6360 4.50

6550 8.95

65504 13.95

6870 11.50

68838 9.95

6973 8.95

7025 2.50

70274 10.00

7119 9,00

7247 8.50

7551 8,50

7581A 1r.95

7586 15,00

7587 19.50

7591A 8.95

7868 8.50

E81CC 5.50

E82CC 4.50

E83CC 4.50

E88CC 3,50

E88CC01 6.95

E182CC 9.00

E188CC 750
EC8010 12.00

ECC81 1.50

ECC82 0.85

ECC83 0.95

ECC83.SP 3.50

ECC801S 6.95

ECC802S 6,95

ECC803S 6.95

ECF82 r.50

ECF804 6.50

ECF805 2.50

ECL82 1.00

ECL86 1.50

EF86 2.50

8958417

EF804S 19.50

EF805S 25.00

EF806S 25.00

EL34 3.95

EL84 0.95

EL86 1.75

E1519 6.95

EY88 0.95

EZ80 0.7s

GZ32 4.50

GZ34 4.50

KT66 5.00

KT67 9.00

Km 15.00

KT88 15.00

M8136 700

tvl8137 7.9s

M8162 s.50

M8195 6.50

P1504 1.25

P1519 4,95

TI21 45.00

00v03,10 5.50

QQV0320 25.00

QQV06.40A 27.50

ucH4l 2.50

uL84 1.95

vR150.30 2.50

nss 15,00

950u19

THOUSANDS OF OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE
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ff you work frequently with logic
Icircuitry or microprocessors. you ll

have come to appreciate the limita-
tions of the simple logic probe Even
a two channel oscilloscope is of limited
use in an 8-bit system and it can be
difficult to observe events that don't
occur very often The normalsolution
is a logic analyser - but these are very
expensive, well out of the range of the
humble hobbyist

To try to solve this problem,
Thandar (maker of the excellent TP1
l-ogic Probe) has brought out the
TA100 Logic Analyser lt has eight
channels, each made up of an LED
and a switch which can be set to 0, 1,
or 'don't carel lf eight bits are not
enough {or your system, up to four
TA100s can be chained together

The unit operates in two modes;
the trigger mode treezes the dispJay
when the trigger event occurs, while
in lree run mode an output pulse is
provided at each trigger event.

In the first mode. each channel
can be set to form part of the trigger
word (by setting the switch to a 0 or
a 1), or else to display the state of an
input when the trigger word occurs (by
setting the switch to 'don't care) There
is also an external clock input so that
by setting all the switches to 'don't care
and using the external ciock, the state
of alleight inputs will be shown when

the trigger event occurs Either the
positive or negative going edges of the
external signal can be selected

One example o{ its use in this
mode would be to check the data
being written to dynamic RAM - the
trigger word could be formed from
RAS (switch set to 0), CAS (ditto).
and using WE as the externai clock

The data input to the RAM would be
connected to a channel switched to
Uon't carel and the data being written
to the RAM would be displayed on
that channel

ln free run mode. the TA100 will
provide trigger pulses for another
device such as an oscilloscope ln this
mode, a 'trigger output' pulse is
provided whenever the trigger event
occurs by using a two channel oscillo-
scope, displaying the signal under test
on one channel and the trigger output
on the other, the signal under test can
be observed at precisely the time that
the trigger event occurs In addition.
by changing ihe trigger word, obser-
vations can be made under different

circuit conditions
A couple of gripes: the literature

that comes with the TA100 is not
comprehensive; the + switch for the
externalclock is not even mentioned
The construction also leaves some-
thing to be desired - there is no test
point for the trigger output signal, for
instance; you have to connect your
probe via a piece o{ wire to one of their
probes. to the trigger output pin

In general, though, Thandar has
come up with a very Jlexible and
versatile device, well worth con-
sidering if you're working with logic
circuitry and a simple Jogic probe is too
simple or tedious

[irminqham Town Hall is a
EDbeaut'rf"ul building, classicaJ Greek
acropolis on the outside, guilded
regency within. Packed to the galleries
with chattering schoolkids it assumes
the atmosphere of a 40s Saturday
morningcinema - allreadyfor news-
reels and flying ink blots.

But not today Today we gather
lorthe 1989 /90 IEE Faraday Lecture,
61st in a series that started back in
1924, each presenting a carefuliy
chosen electrlcally-orientated topic in
a form fit for all the Iamily

This year the topic is 'Electric
Currency' - the effects that ever-
changing banking systems have upon
the way we live and work One of the
underlying motives is to show whatfun
it can be to be an electrical engineer,
and how these engineers make the
world a better place.

Presenting this year! lecture is
the Bank of Scotland who is, itseems,
pioneering the computer banking
revolution as well as having a
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distinguished history. plus the rare
privilege of issuing its own bank;totes
(thanks to some mid-19th century
Scottish legislation that prevents the
Bank of England teJling it to stop)

But on with the show
Boring Bankclerks
The openingcacophony ofsound and
vision is abruptly haJted by the arrival
of our lecturer who bounds to the front
of the stage to address us with the
enthusiasm of a BIue Peter presenter
with a stomachful of happy pills

"Who thinks thar working in a
bank is boring then?' she cries

The air is quickly fullof hands
it seems lo be preHy much unanimous.
sorry bank cJerks everywhere but
surely a thousand Birmingham school-
children can't be wrong

But apparently we can Banks
can be fun fun fun, particularly if you
throwoff the mantle of bankclerkand
become the more modern 'finance
engineerl Mmm The au'dience is not
convinced But then it'-s onJy the start

of the show
A Rubber Pig
This years Faraday Jecture is low on the
whistles and bangs, Apart from the
coJourful stage it uses few props - the
large film screen, a fake computer a
wheelbarrow and a lifesize foam rubber
prg

Instead it relies on traditionai
lecturing of the its-such-fun-isrr-jr-
boys and-girls variety This is 'nrer.
sperseci with sketches from the Bank of
Scotland's answer to the Dangerous
Brothers, who illustrate the history, of
bankingfrom barter, through goid and
banknotes to home computer bank
tng

Allthis isfilled with some marvel-
lous statistics, For example the Bank
of Scotland's computers guard against
power failure using four power supplies
from the grid, eight back-up generators
and fifty tons of batieries Another -
if all the cheques from a slngle day at
the London clearing house were piled
up. the stack would be eight times the
height of Big Ben And retina scans
and thumbprint analysis will repJace
PIN numbers (no menrion of quite
when, unfortunately)

AJlthis is perfect materialto keep
the schoolparties pinned Occasional
forays into film (predictably accom
panied by Pink Floyd'sMoney - albeit
tastefuily edjted) prevented lecture
fatigue {rom setting in

Bank ofScotland (nor the Royal
Bank of Scotland it was carefuJly

pointed out) got its money's worth ol
plugging its own specific systems (so
Autoteller instead of cash dispensers
and so on) and by giving everyone
details of its exciting career oppor-
tunities, in the Iecture Iiterature on the
Iay out

It would perhaps have been
instructional for the question 'how
many people think banking is boring'
ro have been repeated at the close of
the show (instructional but perhaps a
lirtle dangerous) The overall impres-
sion ofthe slick and stylish show isthat
banking is indeed become more fun,
but primarily for the customer -assuming of course that you keep in
credit!
Eleven shows are still to come:

Cardif{ St David's Hall Jan 76
BristolColston Hall Jan 24
London Barbican Jan 30-31

Feb 1

Portsmouth Guildhall Feb 6
I-eicester De Montfort Feb 13
Sheffield City Hail Feb 28
Dundee Caird Hall Mar 7
Edinburgh Usher Hall Mar 13-14

Tickets are lree but in limited supply
For daytime pertormances contact the
venue; for evening shows contact the
Faraday Lecture Liaison, Bank of
Scotl a n d, M a n age m e nt Se rvices Div i-
sion, SighthillCentre, PO Box403, 2
Bankhead Crossway North, Edin-
burgh EH11 4EF. Tel: 031-442 7697
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VOICE RECORD/PLAYBAGK KIT
NECOFD

MICSOPHONE

PBOCESSOF

( MEIOFY

This simple t0 construct and even simpler to operate kit will record and playback

short messages or tunes lt has many uses - seatbelt 0r lights reminder in the

car, welcome messages to visitors at home or at vi ork, warning messages in

Iactories and public places, in fact anywhere where a spoken message is

announced and which needs to be changed from time t0 time Also suitable l0r
toys - why not convert your daughter's E8 doll t0 an e80 talking doll!!
Size 78x60x1 smm
lvlessagetime 1 -5 secs normal speed,2-10secs slow speed

xK129 822.50

DL8000K 8-way sequencer kit with built-

in oplo'isolated sound to light input 0nly

requires a box and conirol knob lo com

olete. e34.60
DL1000K 4-way chaser leatures bi'
directional sequence and dimming lkW
per channel 821.00
DLZ1000K Uni-direclional velslon ol the

above zero switching to reduce in-

ter,erence t1 1 .80
oLA/1 (lor DL & DLZ1000K) 0p1i0nal op

10 inpul allowing audio 'beal'/ rghl

response. . .80P
DL3000K 3-channel sound l0 llghl krt,

zero voltage switching, automalic level

conlrol and bui t'in mic 1 kW Per

channel E17.00

POWEB STR()BE KIT
Produces
light puls

variable fI
1 10 1 5Hz.

hiOh quali

c0mp0nen

lors, 5Ws strobe tube and assemb y in

struclions Supply: 240V ac Slze:

80x50x45
XK124 STBOBOSCOPE KIT 115.(lll

DISCO LIGHTING KITS VEBSATILE REMOTE
C[)NTR(]L KIT I

Includes all comPonents ( + trans-

t0rmer) l0r a sensilive lR receiver wilh 16

logic outPUls (0 - 1 5V) whrch with

su lable rnlerlace clrcultry (relays

tracs e1c-delai s supplled) can swilch

up to 16 items 01 equlpmenl on or olf

remolely 0uipuls may be latched lo lhe

lasl received c0de or momentary (on dur-

rng transmisslon) by specilying the

decoder lC and a 1 5V slabilised supply ls

available to p0wer exlernal circ!ils Sup-

ply 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA

Slze (exc lranslormer) 9x{x2 cms

Companion lransmltier s the MK18

which operales trom a 9V PP3 ballery

and gives a ran0e ol uP 1o 6011 Two

keyboards are avallabe-MKg (4 way)

and [.4K10 (16-way)

[.lK]2 B Recerver
(inc transfolmer) 817.00
l!1K18 Transmitler t7.80
l'rKg 4 way Keyboard t2.40
wK10 16-way Keyboard 87.00
601133 Box lorTransmiller E2.60

xK121
t15.95

ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT
D0n t l0ck y0urself outl This high security lock kit will secure do0rs

to sheds, garages 0r y0ur fr0nt door and the built-in alarm will deter

w0uld be pmwiers Scores of uses including area access preventing

unauthorised use of machinery or even disabling yo!r

Locx cHrP

car 0ne correct 4 digit
code (out ot 5000) will

open the lock lnco(ect
entries sound the alarm

and disable the keyboard
for up to 3 mins Krt

lncludes 12 way keypad,
and operates from I to

15V (50uA) supply Will
drive relay or 701 150

loak mechanism

PIEZO
BUz2EN

ETECTRONICS
13 BOSTON RD. LONDON W7 3SJ
TEL: 01-567 8910.
FAX:01-566 1916
ORDERING INFOBMATION:

All prices exclude VAT. Free P & P on orders over t50 (UK only),
otherwise add t1 + VAT Overseas P & P: Europe t3.50 Elsewhere t'10
Send cheque/PO/Visa/Access No with order Giro No 529314002

LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDEHS WELCOME
GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

I-e-r""Fiiplrph.A.pi"-to-rtr'-"ro-tto,ii"g-rr-tr.r"Tf ;;-l
ETI (complete in block capitals): I

Month Year ................ Page (if known) .........

Title ............

Month Year ................ Page (if known) .........

Title ............

Month Year ................ Page (if known) .........

Title ............

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP Ltd. to
the value of f1.50 per photocopy ordered.

Total remittance f ........ Date ............

Name ..........

Address

3;;; iii;;;;;i;i;i i;;; ;;; i,1'.1""k,,i;;;; l;;
ETI Photocopy Service

Argus House
Boundary Way

Hemel Hempstead
Herts HP2 7ST +<-J

i.*ii,
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Bob Whelan has
designed a very
sophisticated bass
amplifier that can
remember all your
concert pertormance
levels

ffi@ffi
ffie#
fu"*?

ffi
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Pan 1: The Amplifier Circuitry
hat I was trying to get was the
sound. I could hear it now and
again on records, deep and
punchy, and with good definition
between the notes, I like the bass

guitar to be deep and low, something to feel as well
as hear. Reach down and get it boy, play me that low
E. Small combos just can't cut it, a compromise
between performance and portability. To obtain clean
low frequencies and solid deep bass at high sound
pressure levels, requires power, and a decent cab,
capable of moving a lot of air and pumping out those
riffs.

What is needed is an amp with the ability to
deliver high power continuously without over-
heating, it must also be rugged enough to take the odd
knock or two as it is dumped in the van by the roadies
gentle hand after a Saturday night bash at the local
pallie. Good tone controlfacilities should be included,
and the ability to switch between sound shapes and
volumes using a footswitch during the heat of
performance would be useful for those tasty little solo
bits. That's the way to go. A decent high powered amp
top, and the speaker cab can be chosen to suit the job.
A compact 4 by 10 for pub gigs, double up speaker
cabs by adding a 1 by 15 for a concert rig. Pots and
sliders can wear out and become dirty and noisy, but
using the LMC835 digital-contolled graphic equaliser
chip allows us to get rid of them and use a micro with
some heavy duty push switches to control the amp.
So that's the design brief, an amp that can operate
reliably in a hostile environment, have high tech
features, sound good and really do the business.

ANTI,THUMP
DC PROTECT

Fig. 1

The Business block diagram

The Business bass amplifier features:
o 5 push-button control of all amp settings
a 280 LED panel graphic equaliser display
O micro controlled 12-band, l2-channel digital
graphic equaliser
o battery-backed ram for recall of 12 diflerent
channel equaliser and gain settings
O footswitch or panel selection of 12 pre-set sound
shapes
O digital pre-gain and post-gain control for optimum
signal levels
O fan cooled bullet proof power amp
O 200 watts into 8 ohms or 320 watts into 4 ohms
O anti-thump turn on/off circuit
O dc offset loud speaker protection circuit
O micro watchdog circuit.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the signal path
through the amplifier. The amplifier has two imputs,
high gain input for passive guitars and a low gain input
for active guitars. A normally open switch on the HI
input jack socket automatically selects the gain. The
next stage in the amp is a first order high pass filter
with a turn -over point of 30H z and a 6dB / octave roll
off to reduce sub-audio noise and clean up the deep
bottom end. The gain and volume control circuits use
the AD7110 C-MOS digitally controlled audio
attenuator IC. The Business bass amplifier feaiures a
digital graphic equaliser that has + / - lZdB of cut
or boost over 12 frequency bands that has been
chosen to give good tonal conhol over the bass guitar
range. Centre frequencies of the equaliser are:40H2,
60H2, l00Hz, 760H2, 25OHz, 380H2, 660H2,
820H2, lK3Hz, 2K6Hz, SKH z, 8KHz. The amplif ier
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Fig. 2 The pre-amplifier circuit diagram

NOTE:
lC1 = LMa33
lC2 = AD711O
lC3 = TLO71
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has a 6502 based micro circuit to controlthe various
functions. 12 channels of equaliser and gain settings
are stored in battery backed memory. This allows
instant sound changes during per{ormance using a

footswitch to change channels. The front panel display
is made up from 28 10-segment bar graph LED
modules arranged as 14 columns of 20 LEDs.
Column 1 is a gain display in green LEDs, the next
12 columns are graphic equaliser band settings in red
LEDs and the 14th column is the volume display,
again in green LEDs The lower 19 LEDs of each
column indicate level settings, and the top LED in
each column indicates status. The top LED on the
gain column indicates overload, the top LED in the
graphic columns is active channel, and the one in the
volume column is set,/play mode The display is

driven by a M5450 led driver IC The power amplifier
is a no frills basic design incorporating high-voltage
transistors in the voltage amplifier stage and eight
power MOSFETs mounted on a forced air-cooled
heatsink in the output stage Output short circuit
protection is provided Measured output power is

200watts into an 8R load and 320wattsinto a 4R load.
The amplifier exhibits no ringing when driven at
10KHz into 8R in parallel with 2pF. The output is

connected to the speakers via a 16amp single-pole
change-over relay. The anti{hump circuit delays relay

closure for 2 seconds at turn-on and opens the relay
almost instantly at turn-off. Speaker DC protection is

provided by a window comparator, threshold being
sel at 2 volts DC offset.

Amplifier operation
Each time the amplifier is turned on, it selects graphic
channel one and recalls the last volume setting but
mutes the volume. Stepping the volume up or down
unmutes the amp ready for playing. The amplifier has
5 buttons for control. These are arranged in a centre,
north, south, east and west configuration. The amp
has two modes of operation, play and set. The
amplifier mode is indicated by the topmost LED in the
volume column of the display. Pressing the centre
button toggles the mode between set (LED on) and
play (LED off). When the amp is in the play mode,
the north button increases the volume, the south
buttons together zeros the volume for panic feedback
situations. Pressing the east button or right footswitch
changes the channel up, pressing the west button or
left footswitch changes the channel down. The top-
most LED in the graphic display columns indicating
the active channel. To adjust the graphic settings for
a channel, the centre button is pressed to enter the
set mode, the east button now steps the band up, the
west button steps the bands down The topmost LED

Fig. 3 Component overlay fot the pre-amplifier
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in the graphic display
band. The north and
boost or cut levels. The
al
m
m
in

Although the system is quite complex, it is
modular in design and therefore quite easy to
construct and get going. Some of the modules are
useful enough to be used in other projects. The cost
of the amplifier will be about half the price of an
equivalent commercial model offering the same
facilities and power. This cost can be spread over a
period as and when the parts are required for each
section

Assembly of the Pre-amp
The pre-amp board is mounted in a diecast aluminium
alloy box (Maplin box DCM5006), which serves the
double purpose of screening and support. The board
is fixed in the die cast box using M3 x 30 screws and
M3 spacers Two M4 holes should be drilled in the side
and near the top of the box for mounting onto the
main amplifier chassis A hole should be drilled at
each end and near the lid of the box for the power
supply leads and signal leads. Rubber grommets
should be put in these holes. To prevent stressing the
solder joints, the 20-pin plug on the pre-amp board
should be screwed to the board. Assemble the pre-
amp PCB according to the overlay diagrams.
Suggested order of assembly being terminal pins,
links, IC sockets, resistors, capacitors, semiconductors
and finally plug in the ICs. The 7110 attenuator chip
is a C-MOS type and requires careful handling. The
pre-amp board can be tested by powering it up with
+ 15, - 15 and earth and injecting a lKHz sine wave
irito the input while monitoring the output with a
scope A change in gain can be seen by taking the
7110 control lines to earth with a short length of wire.
The overload detection circuit should be set up by
injecting alKHz 10 volt RMS sinewave into the input
and adjusting the pre-set until the output from the
circuit goes low

Single core screened cable flying leads for the
pre-amp input, output and gain switching should be

PARTS LIST

BUYLINES

5 Component overlay for the pre-amp power supply



PBE AMP POWER SUPPLY

+ 15V

GROUND

1EV NOTE:
REG1 = 7aSO5
REG2 - 7815
REG3 = 7915
01 = 1N6267
o2-4 : 1N6277
BR1,2 = ZOOV 24 BRIDGE

+5V RECTIFIERS

Fig. 4 Pre-amp power suPPlY

passed through the rubber grommet in the left end of
the diecast box. The power supply and earth leads
should be passed through the rubber grommei into
the righlhand end. Use 16/0.2 wire for the power
leads and 32/0.2 wire for the earth leads.

Pre-amp Power Supply
A 6.5 inch length of 1 5 inch aluminium angle acts as

a mounting bracket and heatsink for the pre-amp
power supply. Use the PCB as a drilling template to
mark and drill out the two M3 board mounting holes
and the three M2.5 IC regulator mounting holes.
Solder in all the components except the regulators
using the PCB overlay diagram (Fig. 5) The board
can now be bolted to the aluminium mounting bracket

using M3 screws, flat washers and {ull nuts The IC
regulators can now be inserted into the PCB and be

bolted on to the bracket. Only REG 3, the 7915
requires a mica or silicon insulating washer Once the
regulators have been bolted-down, they can be

soldered on to the PCB. REG 3 should be checked
for isolation from the bracket. The board is pretty
straight{orward and can be tested once it is mounted
in the chassis and connected up.

General construction
Serviceability is an important consideration and so

high quality sockets should be used for allthe ICs in

PARTS
.' .,r)...''..t,..r
I ]..DRE-AMP FSU

the amplifier. Turned pin types are to be preferred for
the best realibility Some of the chips are CMOS types
and require careful handling. Do not remove them
from their packing untilthey are needed. An earthed
wrist strap is the best method of working with these
devices. All wiring connections to the PCBs should
be made to terminalpins as opposed to soldering the
wires to the boards. Solder is not a glue, it is used to
made an electrical connection, so simple lay-on joints

are not acceptable. The wire should be stripped back,

tinned with solder, bent to fit around the terminal pin
and trimmed. Once a secure mechanicl connection
has been made, the solder can be applied to complete
the electrical connection Only use plated or stainless

steel fixing screws, washers and nuts to prevent
rusting. Allthe PCBs should be defluxed and cleaned
after assembly using a proprieiary cleaner. Once the
boards have been tested and are working, they should
be sprayed with PCB varnish on the foilside. Care and
attention to detail during construction will be more
than repaid with a reliable and long lasting amplifier.

Power Amplifier Construction
A 6.5 inch length of 1.5 inch aluminium angle acts as
a mounting bracket and heatsink for the power
amplifier. The 25watts 0R15 series output resistor is

positioned on the aluminium bracket and fixed using
M2 5 countersunk screws (see photo) Use ihe PCB
as a drilling template to mark and drill out the two M3
board mounting holes and ihe two M2 5 driver
transistor mounting holes Solder in all the com-
ponents except the driver transistors Q6 and Q7 using
the PCB overlay diagram (Fig 6). The 0R33 2.5w
source resistors should be mounted with about a

HO\v IT WORKS

CAPACITORS

C1,2,3 2200;r electrolytic

C4,5 100p 25V elecrolytic

C6 1000p 6V3 electrolytlc

Ci 4n7 160V potycarbonate

C8,9,10,11,1213 l00ncetamic

SEMICONDUCTORS

PRE4MP PSU

The pre-amp and micio power supplies are simple rectlligd smoothed

and regulated using the 78 series ol regulators, The micro supply uses

destroyed by subseouent ilansients. D1 to D4 are PN silicon tansient

rhe maximum continuous vohage. Any voltage spikes exceeding this

level are clamped out.

RIGI

REG2

REG3
,iBB1,2

rDl

D?,3,4

78505 2A 5V

7815 1A 15V

7915 14 -15V
2A 200V Bridge

1N6267 6VB high speed suppressor diode

1N6277 18V high speed suppressot diode

BUYLINES
readily availabLe, The suppiessot diodes are

ail part no. 283-255 lor the 6V8 diode and

"trEE
frlnFl
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Fig. 6 Component overlay for the Power amplifiet

HO\v IT WORKS
PFE.AMP

The amplifler has two jmputs, a high gain input for passive guitars

and a low gain input lor active guitars. A normally open switch on

the Hl input jac e is

set by (R5+F3) R4)

for the lowinpu ack

is used, and 23 when the Hl input jack is used, These sensitiyities

are suitable for active gurtars with outputs of 5@mV{V and passive

guitars with outputs of 50J00mV, Gains can be easily adiusted for

special cased by changing the ratio of Ieedback resistors.

The input stage ls an 1M833 op-amp. con as a no*
inverting amplifier. The 1M833 is a high perlorm al op-amp

with low input noise t4 SnVhT{Hz)tWicatl;targe gain bandwidiir

product {15MHz}, high slew rale l7Vils}, low THD t0,00270
2OHz-20KHz), and unity gain stability, IheLM833 isused extensively

18

in the amp.
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Power amplifier main board showing R14 mounted on the heat sink

quarter inch clearance from the board to aid in
cooling The board can now be bolted to the
aluminium mounting bracket using M3 screws, flat
washers and full nuts The driver transistors Q6 and
Q7 can now be inserted into the PCB and be bolted
on to the bracket. They both require a mica or siljcon

insultaing washer Once the transistors have been
bolted-down, they can be soldered on to the PCB
They should be checked for isolation from the bracket.
The board should be carefully visually checked as it
will only be tested once before it is wired-up and ready
to go in the chassis.

HO\v IT WORKS
, POWEB AMPLIFIER by the audio {tequency response or the slew rate of the amplifier,

which is y sl the cunent

through utt C5 provrde

frequenc ion ier Voltage

gain of the amptifler is set by (f 5+R6l/R5 at 28.

The output stags uses 8 Hitachi power [/oSiETs, 2SJ50 p types

ind 2SK135 n types ln a complementary outpui configuration for

good bass response. Th€se devices are rated at l00w power

dissipation, drain currents ol 7A. As M0SFETS are bLilk canierdevices

that do no! sulfer from seaondary breakdown, much higher peak

f{ow throughthe devices without darnage, temperatuie

hir.rg factor. Therl are more rugged that bipolar transistors

when used as amplilier output devices due to their well known self

limiting ch66cteristics of increasing 0n resi$tance with rising

temperature, MOSFETs also exhibil a reduclng gate source threshold

voluge wlth rfsing temperature coefficient, whereby a simple output

st6ge biasing anangement will maintain a constEnt bias current

through the output stnge without the need for any form of thermal

traeking anangement. Pre-set tesistor RV1 sets the output bias

current. This is adiusted for 120mA through each device, The zenner

diodes Z'1, Z2 protect the M0SFtT gates against excassive voltage

drive during'overload conditlons which could leed to breakdown of

the devices internal gate oxide coating. The high'requency response

of the M0SFE-IS combinedwith comparativelylong leadstothe pins

could leadto some instabilhy in the output stige.The 820R resiqtors

mounted 0n the gate pins of the M0SFETs help to dampen out and

prsventthese spurious oscillations in the output,

Shon circuit protection is provided for the output stage as the

M0SFET devices can be destroyed lfthey are allowed to get too hot.

This is conventional Vll type limlting Taking the positive side as an

example, R15 and R16 monit0rthe vohage auoss the output device

and R19 and the source resistor monitor the curtent through the

device. lf too mu.ch cunent ]i being passed with too much voltage

across the output device, 09 isturned on stealing gate drive voltage

and limiting the power output,

to the amp is a band pass filter typ
: eneyresponseandRl andC2timi

H1 + R2 is alsoclosetothe,value

f6 lor impedance balance in the input pair.

Curent through the input pa[ 01 and 02 is $t at approximately

B3to fall, resulting inthe voltage amplifiertranslstor0Tturnlng of1.

This causes the potential to rise at 07's collector, turningon the

positlve N type output MOSFETs and forcing the output of the

amplitierto rise positively. This is fed. back through resistor 8,6 to the

base of 02, the amplitude ol the ieedback signal being attenuated

by the ratlo ol E6 to R5, thus settingthe gain. 02 isturned off, fotcing

01 to sinkmore oithe lmAionstafitcunent which 01 and 02share.

This increases the potential across R3. turning on 07 and reducing

tlre volhge on rts collector,:tutning off the out til a balanee

is achisved. The output settling at the input es the gain,

Thq constant eurrent source made up of 05 and 06 provides

approximately l0mA for the voltage ampllfier 07, R10 setting the

curreil at 0,6V/R10, 07 also provides adequate ddve, smoothed by

C6, forthe output stage MOSFET devices. Thestatic rnputimpedance

oiM0SFETS isvery high as the insulatedgate is practicolly an open

circuit, Dynamically, the gate impedance reduces with increasing

frequency. This is due to the input impedance appearing to be a

capacitor between the gate source and gate drain junctions inside

, the device In high frequency switching applicatiols, these capacilors
'are fulty charged and discharged at each cycle and so some power,

albeit very srnal1,1s requiredlor adequate driveto the MOSfET gate

ln the amplifier, the output stage is biased into class AB and so never

completely turns ofl. By this means, the gate capacitors are charged

up to a working level and are never fully discharged and recharged

k*a
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POWER AMPLIFIER OUTPUT STAGE

NOTEr
Ol-a = 2SJ50
D3-4 = 1N4007

R14
0R 150
25W

R13
10R

LC7
? 100n
nln

Fig. 7 The Power amplifier output stages
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Fig. 8 Main circuit of Power Arnpiifier
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Note that C1 in Fig 8 is a 4y7 non polarised
capacitanc€ and a sultably sized component should
be bought to fit the pCB.

ln part 2 we continue the circuit description,
including the digital to analogue volume control,
output level detect and the micro board for overall
control The DAC volume and output level detect is
constructed on the pre-amplifier board inside the box
shown in Fig. 3.

The output short circuit protection will be
described and constructed This fits between the
power amp and power amplifier output stages and is
constructed on the power amplifier board (see Fig. 6).

It should be emphasised, if ihe reader is
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EARTH
CT]RREIYT
S/GITTALLII{G
Part 2: Putting the

bayonet in

between a pair o{ bases is much
the same as that ion network:
a strong signal is soil and weak
identicalsignal therefore handle
sine waves pulse
waveforms up
Communication

lext speech
frequencies.

.(toryes), audio
frequencies ?sewaveforms (power

systems, where thebuzzerl or even
transmitter and tuned to a specific

signalling can be byfrequency. In this
keying or modulation

Earth cunent does notfall within
Wireless Telegraphy there are virtually no
restictions on ided that they do not
cause interference to r services or generate
electromagnetic

Selecting a
Range is directly to base length, indeed,

and unlimited power,given a long enough
infinite range is theore possible! Bases at least

100m long are ugh not essential, for
worthwhile unfortunately, in urban
areas, lack of space by currents leaking
from power lines, can restrict earth current
experiments. The in having access

to farmland and sees rason why other experi-
imilar arrangements.menters should not

When for permission to
conduct experiments his land, it must be
appreciated that the naurally fear that gates

will be left open to escape or that

convince farmers that fears are unfounded
Electronics play a vital modern agriculture and
many farmers have of electricity and
electronics, so it is i to explain fully the
purpose of the that bases will be laid

imal intrusion. Havingalong hedgerows
said that, not be surprised if a
farmer shows interest in the project and
is willing to co

Landowners g their activities towards
caravan sites and may grant permission for

experimental work may
pleasant break in the

countryside in rural areas may
seem athactive sites, are reminded
that it not only the law to lay bases

alongside a road in any ffice open to the public, but
may well create serious problems with regard to public
liability.

7772-227,

Steel Earth Pin and profile of soil on author's site

The author works alone, and because the
transmitter operates automatically and unattended,
commuting between the transmitter and receiver sites
was an important consideration in selecting a site.
Moreover, a range was required that could be used
over a long period in order to obtain sufficient data
to be used as a standard against which other bases
could be compared. In addition, one of the bases was
to be used to study natural phenomena such as

whistlers which are present both as electromagnetic
waves and earth currents. A two thousand metre
range was therefore considered adequate for these
experiements and a suitable site for the transmitter was
Iocated on one farm and a site for the receiver on
another.

Bases
As equipment will invariabley have to be portable,
experimenters can do little better than adopt World
War 1 techniques as they are proven and much
technical and constructional data is available.
Bayonets were normally used as earth pins during
operations, but manuals illustrate earth pins made
from steelrods about 20mm diam and 1.0m long. The
author opted for this approach and lengths of suitable
rod were obtained from the local scrap yard for about
f2. One end was sharpened to a point and the other
bent over to form a handle to facilitate extraction. A
substantial vice and the requisite metal working
equipment is necessary for shaping pins, so for
experimenters not having these facilities, the best
approach is to have the earth pins made by a specialist
firm (see Figs. 1 and 2).

After shaping, the pins were first cleaned with a
wire brush and then polished to bare metal with
carborundum cloth. To prevent formation of rust while
not in use the sur{ace was lightly covered with oil -
this was cleaned off and the surface rubbed down with
carborundum paper to expose bright metal
immediately before inserting into the soil. Each earth

crops may be damaged
wire will be left lying
machinery orthat
wreck combine

a small fee. Indeed,
well be combined

willalso be the fearthat
and get entangled in

may be left in the soil and
It is therefore vital to
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Fig. 2 Earth Pins bundled with cable drum

consists of three pins spaced 750mm apart and
aligned in a plane facing the opposite earth (see
Fig. 3) Automotive 27 strand cable obtained in 100m
drums is used to connect the base to the equipment
and the cable is attached to the individual earth pins
by stainless steel hose clamps. The WWl practice o{
placing a transmitter close to one earth point was
adopted so that the cable extends in one direction, but
this is unimportant and the transmitter/receiver can
be located at any convenient place.

Copper tubes 15-20mm dia could be used, but
with temporary installations, rusting is unlikely to be
a problem with steel pins. Copper tube is far less
durable and much more expensive than steel rod

Earth current equipment should not be operated
during electrical storms. Lightening creates enormous
earth currents - they are a principal source of
whistlers and other natural phenomena. A nearby
strike can damage equipment and pose a serious
hazard to the operator. Indeed, such currehts
frequently kill livestock: the animal's body and legs
form a base which provides an alternative path for the
electrical impulse passing through the soil.

Experimental Systems
Whilst replicating early equipment, particularly that

used during WW1, it is still possible to locate areas
where 50Hz pollution is tolerable. A 12V car hooter,
modified by removing the diaphragm was used to
replicate a buzzer transmitter, but later an
asynchronous DC to AC power converter'was used
This generates pulse waveforms almost identical to a
powerbtzzer. The power converter was built around
a mains transformer with centre tapped 12V windings,
but a fair amount of trial and error was involved in
order to generate a lkHz note. Both devices were
keyed automatically by a small geared 12V motor
rotating a specially shaped cam.

For most experimenters, direct speech
communication makes an interesting introduction to
earth current communication and a wide range of
experiments are possible using ordinary audio power
amplifiers (20W RMS minimum) as transmitters, and

medium gain low power amplifiers as receivers.

Transmitters
At audio frequencies, the impedance of a base is about
the same as its DC resistance and that of a typical
100m long base is likely to be around 200R (see
Tabte 1) but can vary considerably according to soil

re c form of matching
a tr herefore required
do iers designed to

operate 8R loudspeakers are used as transmitters, and
by the same token, a similar device is necessary to
match the base to the receiver amplifier input.

The transmitter is deslgned to operate auto-
matically and the technique
adopted i 6nd tones on tape
using a 4- rder operating at a
speed of a continuous playing time
of 2 hou cy range extending from
4OHz to When transmitting, the
recorder's audio output is increased to about 20W by
using one channel of an in-car stereo booster. The low
voltage output from the booster is then raised to a level' 
suitable for feeding the base by means of a commercial
transformer designed to allow domestic amplifiers
with 4-16R output to be used with 70-100V
distribution lines.

Ideally, the transmitter/base transformer should
have a tapped high impedance winding to allow
optimum matching, but as far as the author is aware
no such commercial transformers are available.
During early trials, the author used an old ll2-240V
mains transformer with a variety of low voltage taps
as a matching transformer with reasonably good
results: in this case the base was normally connected
to the 112V tap and the amplifier output to the 9V
tap. Meters were used to determine the optimum tap
under various conditions. Plans to wind a special
transformer on the laminations salvaged from the
output transformer of an old Leak valve ampli{ier are
underway.

A battery operated 12V PA amplifier designed
for use with 70 or 100 volt distribution lines couid be
used as a transmitter. The base presents an almost
completely resistive load, so some mismatch is
unlikely to harm the amplifier, but during the first kials,
current and voltage should be meaSured to determine
the operating parameters and to make sure that the
amplifier is not overloaded. The author has not tried
these amplifiers, on account of their cost and through
his preference to assemble his own equipment.

Receivers
With receivers having a bandwidth wide enough to
accept speech frequencies, background noises
originating from miscellaneous static discharges and
ELF radio transmitters, are inevitable. On the other
hand, 50Hz mains interference can be dramatically
reduced by means of a notch filter. Fortunately most
interfe avoided by using
freque communicating by
tones, ng morse code, but
the potential for more sophisticated designs including
digital and syntonized systems seems almost unlimited
and offers tremendous scope for the amateur scientist.

High and low pass filters should be used to
reduce the frequency response of wide band
amplifiers. Low pass filters may also be necessary to
suppress interference caused by earth currents that
seem to complement VLF and ELF electromagnetic
wave transmissions. Good earths are essential to
ensure a base with low impedance and therefore
insensitive to electric, magnetic and electromagnetic
fields.

If 50Hz currents are a problem and flow at an

s

f
,l

;

EAHTH A'

Fig. 3 Plan of a base used by the authol



angle greater than about 30o to the desired currents,
they can usually be nulled out by re-orientating the
base, but this results in a proportional reduction of the
effective length of the base when receiving desired
currents (Fig 4).

The audio stages of a 15-year-old battery
portable MWLW receiver were modified by incorpor-
ating a 50Hz notch filier and adding a single extra
transister stage to increase the gain. The resultant
receiver retains it original strong wooden case and
uses the same loudspeaker. It is light, self contained
and suitable for reception of pulse waveforms, tones
and speech. The transformer coupled push-pull
output stage has a bandwidth well suited to this form
of communication The base is matched to the
amplifier by means of an in-line microphone
transformer. Ideally, a tapped matching transformer
should be used, but the microphone transformer,
designed for inputs of 150-600R and outputs o{
10-100k, gives good results.

Using the tape recorder and 20W stereo booster
as the transmitier, strong signals, well above
background noise were consistantly received 2,000m
down range at the receiver site and there is no doubt
that the useful range is considerably greater,

Remarkably, using the same receiver, signals from the
car hooter were also readable and gives a good idea
of the range possible with the simplest of equipment.
However, the characteristic sound of the DC/AC
power converter was exceptionally strong, and well
able to override background noise. Bearing in mind
the range of the power buzzer during WW1, signals
from the power converter would almost certainly be
readable at a range of 5 to 6km.

In part 3, the author discusses a tunable earth
current receiver and his sei up studying natural earth
currents.

Table 1

OVERALL RESISTANCE OF A BASE 1OO YARDS LONG

Extracted from Signals Service (France) Manual
Technical lnstructions No 5 Power Buzzer-Amplifier

1911

Nature of earth contacts at the end

of the base

(a) 1 bayonet in fairly damp ground

(b) 1 bayonet in very wet ground

(c) 2 bayonets 'l yard apart

(d) 3 bayonets 1 yard apart

(e) 1 earth nat 12lz'x2' buried 4'

deep in very damp ground

(f) 1 four-gallon petrol tin buried in

lairly damp ground

) as (f) but in very damp ground

EFFECTIVE LENGTH

Fig. 4 Nulling of SOHz currents
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Part 1

imple as it might seem, if you hang up a
piece of wire and connect it to ground
through a small inductor (to get rid oI the
inevitable AC mains pick up), then
connect an RF millivoltmeter across

the choke, youU find that somewhere between 20 and
50mV of RF signals had been picked up out of thin
air by this heriall

This voltage actually consists of a huge number
of radio signals, jostling each other for precedence.
Some of these, individually, would be quite large, up
to perhaps 20mV, others would be vanishingly small

- a tenth of a microvolt or less - and this gives us
the two major requirements for a successful system:
selectivity and sensitivity.

Tuned Circuits
In earlier times, the only way available to select the
chosen one, from this melee of available signals, was
a parallel tuned circuit of the kind shown in Fig. 1. The
sharpness of tuning of this LC circuit depends on its
Q or circuit magnification factor This can be thought
of as the extent to which the voltage produced across
the circuit by the tuned signal was greater than that
which would have arisen just across the effective series

resistance of the circuit, r.
The value of a tuned circuit's Q, and the

bandwidth of its selectivity curve, at the - 3dB points,
is given by

^ llt +^a:av6 and BW:fr
which implies that, for any coil/capacitor layout, the
larger the ratio between the inductance and the
capacitance, and the smaller the total resistive losses
in the system (generally represented by a notional
resistor in series with the coil) the higher the Q and
the sharper the tuning.

Selectivity curves given by three tuned circuits,
having differing values of Q are shown in Fig. 2. Two
things are obvious from this. First, the ability of a tuned
circuit to select a chosen signal and reject an unwanted
one, say 10kHz away from it, decreases linearly as the
tuned frequency is increased. Second, particularly for
short-wave use (3 to 100MHz), very high values of
Q are needed if such a radio is to be of any practical
use, for any but the strongest of signals.

Methods Of Increasing Q
Unfortunately, attempting to make the Q of a tuned
circuit higher, by making the inductance large and the
capacitance small, is defeated by the inevitable
presence of distributed stray capacitance, from turn
to turn within the coil, so that typically, the best Q of
a tuned circuit is usually given when these stray
capacitances are swamped by some externaI
capacitance, typically in the range 50 to 100pF.

Using low RF resistance wire (multi-strand Litz
or heavy gauge single strand) will help to keep the
winding losses down a bit, but the most crafty
technique - evolved in the early days of radio - for
achieving this aim is to feed back a bit of RF energy
from the output of a subsequent amplifying stage to
make up for the resistive losses in the tuned circuit.

This technique, a form of positive feedback, is

called reaction or regeneration, and a typical one
valve radio receiver using this system is shown in

ETI MARCH I99O

HIGH IMPEDANCE
HEADPHONES ( < 1K)

3 One valve radio, using regeneration to increase

Fig. 3. In operation, the amount of RF fed back into
the circuit should be gradually increased, by adjusting
the value of C4 upwards, untilthe whole circuit goes
into oscillation; then it should be slackened off just
enough to stop the continuous whistle the oscillation
produces

With a delicate touch, tuned circuit Q values of
up to 20,000 or so can be achieved, which will fish
microscopic signals out of nowhere, and give a very
useful degree of inter-signalseparation. However, the
problem is that if tuning is altered, the reaction control
setting has to be readjusted too, which makes tuning
across the band rather fiddly.

On the other hand, this technique does work,
and the circuit of Fig. 4 is offered as a contemporary
equivalent, for those who would like to try it out. This
uses a FET as a detector, in which regeneration is

applied using Colpitts-type feedback, based on the
gate-source capacitance of Q1, together with C4. ln
use, variable capacitor C5 is gradually reduced in
value to bring the circuit just to the verge of oscillation,
which is the condition of greatest signal sensitivity.

Because the sort of AF signal output possible
from a single transistor is a good bit less than that from
a valve, a further transistor, Q2, is included as an AF
amplifier stage. A very rough prototype of this circuit
brought in signals from the USA and India, at good
listening strength, on a 4-foot wire aerial. Most FETs
should work as Q1, if a suitable value for RV1 is used.

Super-regenerative Systems
Atthough regenerative leedback is a simple and
effective way of increasing the Q of the input tuned

In the first part of our
new excursion into the
world of ndio, John
Linsley Hood
introduces basic
receiver techniques

Fig. 1 Simple parallel
tuned circuit
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circuit, it is a bit tiresome to use, and the receiver can,t
be swept rapidly through the tuning band. The super-
regenerative system, on the other hand, is based on
the idea that it takes a little while for a tuned
circuit,/amplifier set-up to burst into oscillation, even
ifa fpos

ofth
the nto o
brie poss
a regenerative circuit wihout the fiddle of regeneration
control readjustment. This scheme does work, and
is called a super-regenerative. or super-regen.
receiver.lts widely used in low cost VHF receivers.
such as citizens' band units. Various techniques are
adopted for damping or quenching the oscillation, but
the most common is simply to apply a squarewave

the circuit gain,
ircuit of Fig. 4.
leading to the

Because the applied quenching signal appears
as an output along with the wanted signal, it is
necessary to ensure the frequency of the squarewave
is above audio frequency or, at least, above the cut-
off frequency of any subse
Generally, the quench wa
the range 20kHz to lO
frequency the better the circuit performance; because
it g time to build up.

ms can be used, but
the the finalperformance,
so a straightforward squarewave, which is easy to
generate, is option.

A snag r-regen systems is that they
generate a v r-signal hiss. There are two
main reasons for this. First, random thermal noise in
the tuned circuit is amplified in lieu of any other signal.
Second, any such system (even a simple receiver with
a reaction conhol) in oscillation, will itself radiate noise
or whistles on the frequency to which it is tuned _
these can be a nuisance to other adjacent receivers.

Frequency Receivers
of obtaining required gain and

eceiver is to connect a series of
tuned ciruit and amplifier stages one after another, as
shown in Fig. 6.

Then, if the sharpness of tuning of a single tuned
circuit (due to its Q) is such that it allows a

rejection of the unwanted signal of 400:1,
ve the problems of

rad blems here: first, the
fou uning _ and it,s not
possible to buy a four-gang tuning condenser.
Second, the nature of the selectivity curve given by
a normal single LC tuned circuit causes a loss of
broadcast signal sidebands and the received signal will
lack in treble.

(that is, signa inus
frequency, and s plus
frequency). So, if ve a

response which was down to 10% at 8kHz on either
side of the tuned frequency, an 8kHz modulation
would also be recovered at only one tenth of its
transmitted level.

There are two simple ways of increasing
bandwidth: by staggering the tuning of successive
circuits; by using bandpass coupling, which is the more
elegant approach. In this, a second tuned circuit is
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Fig. 8 Band-pass selectivity curves

allowed to steal some energy from the first, at its
frequency of resonance, thereby flattening the top of
the response curve.

Bandpass Tuned Circuits
Band-pass coupled tuning circuits are shown in Fig. 7.

These layouts give a variety of selectivity curves, of
the kinds shown in Fig. 8, depending on the tightness
with which they are coupled together - either by
some degree of mutual inductance or, if this is

impracticable, by capacitive coupling.
Clearly, if the frequency response of the tuned

circuit has a flat top around the required signal
frequency, a whole string of stages using this kind of
tuning can be cascaded without loss of sideband
response, up to the point at which the gain starts to
fall off.

This is very nearly an ideal answer to the need
for selectivity without loss of higher AF signal
frequencies. The problem is, of course, that it is quite

impracticable to tune four or more such bandpass
circuits, simultaneously retaining the precise value of
critical coupling needed ior a flat-topped response.

The Superhet
A neat way of getting round the need to re-tune a

whole string of bandpass coupled circuits was

invented, in the 1920s, by the same ingenious Major
Armshong of the US Army who developed the super-

regen system.
This scheme, called a supersonic heterodyne

(superhet for short), leaves the RF gain and selectivity
producing circuits pre-tuned to some convenient
spare frequency. This spare frequency is known as the
intermediate frequency orlF, often 455kHz. It is then
a relatively simple matter of altering the frequency of

the wanted incoming signal so that it's at this chosen
IF value.

The superhet scheme is shown in Fig. 9, where
the incoming signal is mixed with a locally generated
RF oscillation. The mixer is sometimes known as a

frequency changer. Almost any device willwork in this
position, provided its transfer characteristic is
suff iciently non-linear.

Non-linearity in the frequency changer generates

sum and difference intermodulation products (the

bane of hifi amplifier design), and if the local oscillator
frequency is chosen correctly, one or other of these
output frequencies will be centred on the IF frequency
and the signal will then be amplified.

Of course, the snag with this scheme is that
unwanted signals can creep in. If we take an example
of a wanted signal at 1MHz, an IF of 455kHz, and a
local oscillator frequency of 1.455MH2; the signal at
the difference frequency (1 455MHz - 455kHz) is the
one wanted Fine, so far - but it's also possible for
an unwanted signal at the sum frequency (1.455MH2

+ 455kHz : 1.91MHz) to generate exactly the same

IF frequency, and it would be amplified too. This
spurious reception frequency is called the image or
second channelftequency, to distinguish it from the
normal adjacent channel breakthrough due simply to
inadequate selectivity.

The only way to get around image frequency
breakthrough is by ensuring that there is adequate
selectivity in the path between aerial and the input to
the frequency changer. This is easy enough to do for
frequencies up to a few MHz (with a 455kHz IF) but
at higher signal frequencies adequate pre-mixer
selectivity becomes increasingly difficult, so higher IF
frequencies, say 1.2MHz, or even 10.7MH2, are often
used

The RF Stage
In addition to the problem of image frequency
interference there is also the problem that frequency
changer stages are usually much more noisy, and

t*Et

Fig. 9 Basic layout of superhet receiver

Fig. 11 RF/mixer system using
dual-gate MOSFETS
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have a lower stage gain than a normal simple gain
stage. Consequently in high quality receivers, ind

ere is almost always one
artly to improve image
ly to improve the signal-
s a whole.

Although there is a variety of devices which can
be used as
FETs, and
that ofthe

feedback capacitances in a dual-gate MOSFET are of
the order of 0.2-0.5pF - low enough to avoid
instability due to unwanted RF feedback. On the other
hand, the normal 2-5pF collector-base, or drain-gate,
capacitance of the bipolar transistor or conventional
FET may cause instability.

Without allowing the ultimate in performance a

IF Amplifier Stages
This is where the bandpass coupled tuned circuit, of
the generaltype shown in Fig. 7, comes into its own.

use 
s give a

sen IL:i:X
circuit using easily obtained 455kHz coils is shown in
Fig. 12.

al problems with
suPe obtaining better
selec and some practical
circu

'THESE CAPACITORS = 100n CEFAMTC
GA|N = too,ooo

100k

Fig. 12 Practical high quality 455kHz lF strip with AGC
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he next item on our list of test gear is the
frequency meter. The function of this is
fairly obvious: it measures frequency.
Frequency meters range from about f80
to 1500 in price. At the low price end (up

to about 1250), they are all much the same in
mechanism. What you pay extra for is improved
precision. These instruments work by counting pulses
during a well defined window.

A window is a period of time in this context. A
counter clocked at the frequency of the incoming
waveform is enabled for a specific time, and then
disabled again. The terminalcount is a direct measure
of the number of cycles in a given time, so the
frequency can be calculated. Most instruments of this
type use single-chip solutions these days, and the
upper frequency limit of these is quite low (around
20MHz) .lt is normal to offer an upper frequency limit
of 100-200MH2, so a device called a prescaler is used.
This is a clever system based on the phase-locked-
loop which divides any inputfrequency within a given
range by a constant factor. This is the first thing the
measured signal hits when it enters the frequency
meter, so the frequency at the counter is always one
tenth of the input frequency. This works fine, but it
increases the time taken to get a reading. At very low
input frequencies, this can be a bit of a bore: maybe
waiting 10 sec, or even 100 sec (nearly two minutes!)
for a reading. You can't have everything! Much more
expensive frequency meters use all sorts of different
techniques, but you won't be able to afford them
anyway, so we will leave them out for the moment.

Power Supplies
The last item on our list of test gear is the bench power
supply. Most people take power supplies and power
distribution for granted, even when ilesigning printed
circuits for commercial equipment. This is a big
mistake Inadequate power supplies are possibly the
most important cause of poor circuit performance.

Power supplies have three main characteristics:

Line regulation is a measure of how variations

in input voltage arereflec ne
regulation implies that a ge
will cause little or no out ad
regulation is a measure of how much the nominal
output voltage changes for widely differing load
circuits.

The PSU regulation requirements for different
types of circuits vary widely. The majority of audio
equipment (even very high quatity) requires a power
supply reasonably free of mains hum (50H2 or 100H2
ripole) but can tolerate quite large changes in supply
voltage without noticeable loss of peformance. Fast
digital circuitry of ECL
driven devices wit hresh
much tighter toler y volt
operation. CMOS logic (voltage operated with supply-
proportional logic thresholds) has a more relaxed
requirement. Measurement systems which use precise
reference voltages such as A/D and D/A converters
need probably the tightest tolerances of any common
system. The majority of applications thus need power
supplies with greater stability and regulation than is
normally available from a mains transformer, rectifier
and smoothing capacitor. A technique called linear
regulation is frequently used to improve conditions
The linear regulato ly a stable DC amplifier
which amplifies a e and elecrically quiet
voltage, which is derived from a zener
diode. The output from the transformer, rectifier and
capacitor is passed to the linear ishing
off, and levels of ripple and line r than
0 01%, and load regulation better than 0.1% are

of UK m ains. Efficiencies of 8 5% -97 % are attainable.
compared with 45%-55% for linear (mains
frequency) power supplies. The switch mode pSU
basically rectifies and smooths the mains, recreates
a new AC using an oscillator running at about
10-40KHz, passes this through a transformer of much
smaller proportions and then rectifies, smooths and
post-regulates the resulting low AC voltage. Two
alternative methods of regulation are used. The first
is the use of linear regulators as just described, and
the second is pulse width modulation (pWM). This
works iather like the domestic light dimmer switch
The voltage is stabilised by sending longer or shorter



pulses of current into a large capacitor so that the
voltage across it is constant as the current drawn from
it by changing load varies.

PWM switch mode power supplies have the
general problem that their outputs contain a lot of high
frequency noise. This is due to the switching transients
in the PWM system. Also, for small load currents
((5% of maximum) there is a tendgncy to loss of
regulation: the output voltage may rise to a degree
which could damage your circuits. This is due to the
limitations of the PWM system: its inability to provide
short enough pulses when little current is being drawn.
A high power low value resistor permanently across
the output normlly protects your circuits from this
hazard, but efficiency is obviously considerably
reduced by this wasted current. Linear post-regulation
does not suffer from this problem, but the requirement
for a minimum voltage differentialbetween the input
and output to retain regulation (a bit more than the
voltage of the reference) causes the post-regulator to
dissipate quite a high percentage of the available
power when you want low output voltages. 5V
supplies of this type are therefore generally less

efficient than, for example, l2v or l1v supplies.
For general experimental use (hobby and

development work included) the linear regulated
mains frequency power supply is probably the most
useful. Typical specifications to cover most jobs would
be one output 0-30V at up to 2A, plus two
independent 0-15V at about 500mA max. Each of
the three shouldbe floating (not referenced to ground)
to allow you to connect them in series. You can then
create a +15V supply by temporarily referencing the
junction of the two 15V supplies to ground.

You can buy very neat linear bench PSUs today,
which have analogue or digital meters built in, and
have current limit control. This is quite useful when

checking
unknown or faulty
equlpment. as you can
set up in advance a maximum
current that the PSU will deliver
even into a short circuit, and this can be
set to be quite small Some of these PSUs also have
remote referencing. A second set of terminals
connects via a second pair of leads to the power input
of the circuit you are working on. Any voltage drop
in the {irst (power carrying) leads is compensated for
by the PSU raising its output voltage a bit This can
be very useful under high current conditions.

However, you can build your own linear PSU
quite easily, and this is one area where you can saue
yourself a great deal of money. Several pieces of DIY
test gear will feature alongside this series as we
proceed, so keep your eyes on this space

There are obviously many specialised items of
test gear we have not discussed We have covered the
basics: the gear everyone needs on the bench From
next month, we wil] look at a range of measurement
and test scenarios, ranging from the elementary to the
preity abstruse, and we will bring to bear the
instruments discussed.
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IntellEgent Intercom
Dominic Banharn
Hertfordshire

s can be seen from the circuit diagram,
the circuitry around ICs 1 to 3 is divided
into two identical channels It is easiest
to see how the system works if you look
at the operation of only one channel,

A collection of circuits
both new from the
ingenious readers of
ETI, and old, culled
from our vast archives

Swla ON

,o r.rSfl r
urrr 

]_
swth oN

tsl
8R

NOTE
tc1 =
tc2 =
lC3 =
lc4 =
Dl 5
012
Q3=

TLO64
40668E
40018E
LM3AO

= 1N4148
= BC108t
TIS43

REMOTE UNIT

RTAl

C4

16V

10k

c9
1000
25V

B5
100F

TECH TIPS

that consisiing of lC1a,c, IC2a,c, and IC3a,c
ICla forrns a conventional inverting amplifier

with the gain determined by R1 and the remoie
speaker impedance,

The ampllfied audio signal from IC1a, which is
arranged as a comparator Under quiescent condi-
tions its non inverting input is held at a slightly lower
voltage than its inverting input by poteniial divider
RV in
will de
settthe i"i
pass filter acticn cf RV2 and C10) thus causing IClc
output to pulse high, The pulses charge C12 via D1
and IC2a. which is normally in the closed position.
The time constant C12-R8 is chosen so that a normal
stream of n wiJl keep the
inputs of lJ go low again
when the I caused by the
charging IC3a low.

This has two effects. Firstly, it causes the output
of lC3c to go high, closing switch IC2a and energising
RLA1 via Q1 This allows the ar-rdio signal from ICla
to pass to t amp 4 vialC2a and C1,
RV1, and o ca1 sp S1. thus completing
the speech his d,

. . 
Simultaneously, the low output of IC3a rapidly

discharges C14 via D3, thus opening switch Ib2j.
This disables the lower channel of the circuit, which
would otherw,ise be operated by the amplified signal
appearing at LS1 The cross-coupling between IC3c
and d is not strictly necessary but prevents both relays
olerating simultaneously as a resuJt of a power-supply
glitch. (The system has operated perfectly well without

this coupling).
When the input signalceases, the output of IC3a

returns to a high level, disabling IC2a and the relay
and so disconnecting the speech path The network
Rl]/D3/C74 is included to introduce a short delay
between the relay being de-energised and the other
channelbeing re-enabled. This giv s
and IClb time to settle down (som r
slowly).

by injecting it into the local input. When switch SW1
is in the off position, calling from the remote station
is provided byBUZZ|. Pressing SW3 (on the remote
unit) completes a DC path to ground via LS2 and
sounds the buzzer. Call provided by the
Q3 oscillator, but on the e extra switching
involved was not thoug e and the buzzer
seemed a simpler solution. The system of using e3
and the buzzer was chosen in preference to the fZed-
back systems often found in jntercoms because it
provides a louder and more strident noise and is less
susceptible to variation with supply voltage. The latter
is provided by 81 which in the prototype was a stack
of eight AA cells, which are more economical than
the use of a PP3 (although this is feasible), and are
better able to cope with the peak current demand
which is 300-500mA on strong signals. euiescent
current is about 10mA and in the off state only leakage
through the remote unit's capacitor is drawn.

In the prototype, SWlb was included to prevent
reverse-biasing of C3. If this is replaced by a reversible
type then SWlb may be omitted and a single-pole
switch used for SW1.

Finally, note that RLA1, RLA2 are reed relays.
The mechanical noise of the conventional type will
cause trouble if they are placed too near LS1!

R13 o?

INCFEASE
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Pressure Mat
David Hills
Gwent

he following shows a cheap and easy

method of making pressure mats for alarm
systems, (it could even be used with the
Radio Tiansmitter alarm - published in
the January issue).

A piece of 5mm foam (the type used in furniture)
is cut to about 750mm by about 42Omm as shown.
A series of holes about 15mm in diameter are cut in

the foam as shown in the diagram. A few hundred
holes should suffice.

The next stage is to tape a piece of aluminum
cooking foil (around 720mm by 400mm) to either
side of the foam as shown:

A wire is then taped to each piece of foil to
complete the pressure mat.

When an intruder stands on the mat, the foam
is compressed and a contact is made between the two
pieces of foil so triggering an alarm or maybe even

opening a door.
The above mats have been used under carpets

for a number of years quite successfully and they can

be tustom built'to suit any application.

{NOT TO SCALEI

'OO6A
OO6O6

cl
33n

5

-eu

-J
"ltHoB\

Motorbike Protector
any of the accessories fitted to a

motorbike can be valuable and yet
disturbingly easily removed by a thief,
A top-box may be lockable but can
easily be removed complete.

This circuit will protect such accessories. Diode
D1 is mounted inside the box or other accessory and
two leads are run to the rest of the circuit, mounted
near to the horn. Gates ICla and IClb form an

oscillator which charges C2 through D1 and R2. The
voltage on C2 (normally nearly V66) is fed to

comparator IC2.
If D1 is removed from circuit by cutting the leads,

C2 discharges through R3 and the comparator is

triggered. However, if an enterprising thie{ tries to
bypass the alarm by shorting the leads, the voltage on
C2 falls to about t/zV sgand again the comparator is
triggered.

SW1 (which should be well concealed) disables

the alarm which will otherwise sound the hom if
triggered

Headlight Delay

bottles.
SW1 is pushed and Q2 is turned on closing the

relay and turning on the car's headlighis. Cl begins

to charge through RV1 until Q1 turns on, turning Q2
off. The relay will then open switching off both the
lights and the unit.

The delay is governed by the time taken for the
capacitor to charge, which is about one minute.

o1

-EL sw1

TO +Ve CAR
BATTE RY

TO HEADLIGHTS
(PARALLEL WITH
PRESENT SWITCHI
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One Chip Preamp
he circuit shown utilises the four Norton
op-amps contained within an LM3900 to
'produce a high quality stereo preamp,
catering for magnetic cartridges.

ICl is used in the inverting mode.
Signals from the cartridge are fed via the block
capacitor and R1 to the inverting input. R1 defines the
input impedance and provides the right damping for
the cartridge.

R5 and R6 define the midband gain of the stage
whilst the network R3, R4, C2 and C3 provide tfie
required RIAA equalisation. From here the equalised
signal is fed to a standard Baxendall tone control
network built IC2. This requires little comment
although it should be noted that individual volume
controls are employed for each channel. This reduces
crosstalk between channels and is cheaper in that only
two single gang potentiometers are used.

Overall distortion is below 0.1% and a s/n ratio
oI -67d8 unweighted, ref 500 mV out.

H9
33k

R10
5k6

c6
2n2

A Compressor
his simple compressor is very effective
when tape recording from the speaker
terminals of a receiver.

Input can vary anywhere from
200mV to six volts and the output will

remain very close to five millivolts. Attack time is
approximately three milliseconds and release time is
approximately one hundred milliseconds. The diodes
should be high back resistance types; 1N914s should
be suitable.

SimpleAGC Audio Doubler
rn
F{
1-.1
t)
LJEt-{tJ

udio derived automatic gain control is
one of the simplest methods of obtaining
signal compression in a radio receiver.
It is of particular value with short wave
receivers used in areas where deep

fading is prevalent
In use, the main volume control should be set for

the desired signal strength whilst the radio is tuned to
a weak station, the radio is then tuned to a strong
station and the AGC potentiometer is adjusted to a
comfortable listening volume.

GEEMANIUIVI
DIODE

udio frequencies may be doubled by this
circuit which relies on the non-linear
characteristic of a transistor to provide
half-wave rectification. Rl is a feedback
control and is adjusted to obtain a pure

output waveform

RV1 2k5

+12V

R1 1k0

{F----
C2 1u0

o-{ 01 2N706

OUTPUTCl 1u0

INPUT

AF INPUT
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Variabte F
Atteme*ator

his circuit can provide varjable RF
attenuation from 1dB to 40dB

lf intended for
cornponents should
shielded enclosure

capacitors used for C2 anci C3
short, Low capacrtance high
recornmended

The potentiometer can be mounted remotely if
desired, along with R3 and the zener

use up to UHF, the
be mounted in a

and feedthrough
L-eads must be kept
speed diodes are

Noise Limiter
oise pulse interference from motor
vehicle ignition systems (another form
of pollution - cars just cant win) can
render a communications or shortwave
receiv er unusable, completely blanket-

ing recepting of all signals except the very shong ones.
The limiter shown will very effectively improve

the signal-to-noise ratio so that even quite weak
signals can be copied.

It is connected between the detector output and
the audio input (if high impedance) or at some
relatively high-impedance section between two audio
stages - preferably the low level stages.

The diodes D1 and D2 can be any diode having
relatively low forward resistance and very high back
resistance. Type OA2O2 from Maplin is suitable.
Resistors of l/cW (7sW rating can be used if minia-
turisation is desired).

The circuit is excellent for receivers having
bandwidths down to 2 or 3 kHz. Increase the value
of C1 for receivers having narrower bandwidths.

,tr" Rs
1M0

Heartbeat Freannplifier
his simple circuit, when connected to an
audio ampiifier, allows one to listen to
heartbeats. The low {requency gain is set

by R1 and R3, in conjunction with RV1
and R4 RV1 permits the gain to be varied

over the range 60-80 dB

C2 150n

C3 50u

RVl 10k

c4
100n

c5
l00n

2in 8B
SPEAKER

(Mrc)

lc1741

C1 and C2 introduce some low {requency cut,
reducing 50Hz pickup whilst C4 and C5 help prevent
instability caused by the high gain of the circuit.

The output should be connected io the magnetic
cartridge input of the audio amplifier, with the bass

turned up high
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s s/REAr

t really doesn't matter what your alarm system
is It can be as simple as a push-button
operated motor bike horn, to a remotely
triggered burglar alarm (using, say, a
commercially available passive infra-red

An incredibly louC
sound, from an
incredibly simple
circuit. Keith Brindle.y
explains.

E-{
LJ
ErlHt
m
R"

detector) It could even be turned into a very effective
door-bell - definitely guaranteed to nofity all in the
household that someone is at the door. Whatever the
alarm system, the sound output produced by this 1st
Class prolect is pretty loud.

Technically speaking, with a 12 volt power
supply and connected to an 8 ohm loudspeaker, the
circuit can theoretically deliver around 9 watts of
sound power. And that produces a fairly piercing
sound output from a good loudspeaker -- sufficient,
we hope, to scare away unwanted personnelfrom the
vicinity (as well as the dog, guinea pig, and tortoise)

The project was initially designed with caravan
security in mind - hence the requirement for a 12
voJt power supply, as most caravans use an internal
12 volt lead-acid battery to power lights and water
pump. The 12 volt power specification is by no means
critical however. as the circuit willrun satisfactorily with
a power supply of as low as 6 volts (albeit with reduced
sound power output). and as high as up to 15 volts
(with a corresponding increase of sound power
output) At a power supply of 6 volts, about 2 watts
is generated Upper voltage limit is set incidentally, by
the maximum power which can be dissipated by the
output transistor (Q1 in Fig 1) This is 15 watts,
corresponding to a power supply voltage of 15 volts.

The project is pretty versatile, and is not restricted
ns. It can be used just about
sound output is required.
iniscent of the emergency
-naa sirens, used by police

As detailed here, the siren operates merely by
pressing a push-button switch. The project can be
permanently connected to ihe power supply, as in its

negative-going pulse at the input to resistor R2 will
trigger the siren electronically for the duration of the
pulse. Alternatively, a relay's contacts can be used to
close the inputs electromechanically. Thus a number
of methods allow the project to be interfaced with
other circuits.

Before we detail methods and procedures of
udspeaker. Any 8R
d that it has a power
ren generates. And

NOTE
lCl = 40ol

IC1 PIN NUMBEFS REFEF TO
PCB TAYOUT NOT VEROBOABD

o1

fJL]lttItt

llT

Fig.l Circuit diagram of super siren.



Construction
Circuit of the ETI Super Siren is given in Fig. 1.

As usualin 1st Class projects, readers are offered
a choice of construction on printed circuit board or
stripboard. If you choose PCB construction, layout,
overlay and wiring details are given in Fig. 2. Figure
3 on the other hand, gives details of stripboard layout,
overlay and wiring.

Constructional details are pretty similar in either
case. Start by inserting and soldering passive com-
ponents first; resistors, followed by capacitors Note
that capacitor C2 is an electrolytic and needs to be
polarized correctly.

At this point, insert and solder links; then PCB
pins and integrated circuit socket if you choose to use
them. PCB pins make it extremely easy to connect
leads after the board is complete, while an IC socket
eliminates the prospect of damaging the IC by heat
when soldering into place. However, the lC in
question, a CMOS 4001 quad two-input NOR gate
device isnt expensive, so even if you opt to solder it
in and subsequently cause damage, a new IC prob-
ably costs less than the socket in the first place!

Finally, insert and solder the semi-conductors,
making sure they are polarized correctly. Needless to
say, if you have soldered in an IC socket, the IC only
needs to be pushed into place.

Setting Up
Procedure for setting up is straightforward Initially,
connect leads to the loudspeaker, power supply and
a push-button switch, as shown in Figs 2 & 3

When you are sure all connections are correct,
set preset resistor RV1 to about mid-position Now,
put in some earplugs and press the push-button Even
with ear-plugs you'll hear if the project is working
Preset RV1 is included in the circuit to allow different
power supply voltages to be accommodated,
although at any given voltage it can be adjusted to give

optimum siren effect results.

HOW IT WORKS

a$able is 0ff, when low the astable is on. Thus, when

pisised, both astables tur'0 on simultaneou!ty,
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PARTS LIST rIJ
ItrE
ErlnFlo1

RESIST0RS {all

B1

R2

fl3
R4

R5

RVl

CAPACITORS

LI
c2
C3

ls wati)

r20k

i0li
2l\42

220

10Cl(

470k miniature horizontal preset

4 l,Jn p.liyeslar
'1C0 16V axiaj eleetroiytic
'l0n polVester

SEMICONDUCIORS

tcl 4001

VN46AF

MISCELLANEOUS

PCB or stripboard

PCB pins

Push-button switch lif required see text)

lC socket {if requited - see text)

LS1 loudspeaker - BH, power to suit supply voltage

BUYLINES
All parts should be easy to oblain

hardware outlet or mail-order compan

on printed board, you'll findthe board

I = cur tNTRACK

Fig.3 Component overlay on stripboard.

LOUDSPEAKEE

Fig.4 Block diagram of the circuit.



R25
1k2 LEDl

c4
4n7_12

c11
4n7E

R3
l00k

R14
47k

NOTE:
l0-l = 324
lC2 = 4011
lC3 = it020
lC4= 4024
lcs = TLO82
tc6 = 781O5
(l1 = BC1o9
D1-6 = 1N914

IC5
- 

22n
nln

R9 RVl RlO
12k 47k 12k

t-oG

Fig. 1 Automatic Plant
Watering System circuit
diagram

Water project. Water
oing on holiday can be a problem -especially for your plants. Do you
enhust their fate with your neighbours,
or do you leave your precious
seedlings to the whims of nature? One

solution is the ETI Autom tem,
which pumps water from they
need watering. Given t arg;
enough, you can now the
knowledge that they'll be OK.

The project uses a simple probe, inserted in the
soil, to detect resistance change; operating on the
principle that if the resistance of the soil increases its
water content is decreasing At a predetermined level
of resistance (chosen by you), the system operates the
water pump to force water onto the soil.

A variable preset time allows different soil types
and plant requirements to be catered for, while an in-
built safety feature prevents over-watering.

Construction
Circuit of the Automatic Plant Watering System is
shown in Fig. 1. Component overlay and wiring
details are shown in the PCB layout of Fig. 2.

The usual rules apply to construction. First,

mount and solder in all passive components: resistors,
capacitors and presets. Next mount and solder semi-
conductors, starting and diodes, followed by trans-
istors, regulators, and ICs. Finally, mount and solder
the relay and all interconnecting leads.

Ibsting

To test the remaining parts of the circuit, set
potentiometer RVl to about mid-way and over-ride

the relay should turn on for the set on-time period.
This can either be heard by the clicking of the relay
contacts or measured by using a meter set to resistance
on the contacts.

- It takes a bit of patience to test the project,s safety
feature, as it has an on-time period of some two hours.
One way around a boring wait is to use the relay to
switch on some audible alarm, while you retire to the
other end of the room to watch telly. When the safety
feature operates; you'll hear it!

Setting Up
Choosing a probe can be a proble o
for a sturdy option such as a quar k
plug. The prototype uses two e

relief. Water we doing?
Edward Barrow
explains all

hT
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TO SW2

TO SW2

TO RV1 WIPER

TO PROBE

TO PROBE

TO SW1

TO SWI

TO RVl
_VE END

TO SW2

TO LED -VE

TO LED +VE

TO RV1

Fig. 2 Component overlay and wiring details of the Automatic Plant Watering System

TO RV2
+ 12V

TO RV2

GND

TO PUMP

TO PUMP
(OPTIONAI.
SEE TEXT)

fu*@

skewers placed about 6 inches apart in the soil These
are probably somewhat unwieldy, however, for
general use and a jack plug or similar probe is pre-
ferred. Whatever you use, care should be taken in
positioning: don't place it too close or far away from
the water source, allowing a good average reading and
preventing triggering too often.

To calibrate the dryness threshold, wait until you
have a good example of the soil at the dryest point
you want it, then adjust potentiometer RV1 until LED1
is just illuminated. To do this you may have to switch
range using switch SW1.

Next thing is to set the on-time. This is done by

over-riding the safety feature with switch SW2 and
momentarily shorting the probes (simulating the soil
being wet, then drying out) This saves a long wait for
the soil to dry out again before you can have another
bash at adjustment. Adjust potentiometer RV2 until
the on-time is sufficientfor your needs. This, of course,
depends on the size and number of planlpots and the
type of pump used.

An old recharged car battery can be used to
power the project. This has the advantage that if a car

cooling or windscreen wiper pump is used to pump
the water this, too, can be similarly powered. These
types of pumps are ideal for small greenhouses.

HO\v IT WORKS
Bis,', Anactivercctifietwithagainof 2istormedaroundopamplClb.

" lts-orrtp$feeds lhe comparato-r lC1c. lf the generated voltage is

, SW2, pq free hand to reset lC3,

, r B ge tela)Gtion oscillatorsformed by

: about 0.5H2 an

be changed by

cy ean be calcul

64{;,il {maxl, whera

n3 ana o4 gsassimpie

3 and lC4 pin 3, respectively. Resultant

6'1,' .'::::'
Gate q output 4 and inverts it, driviRg

raRsi 'sconiig 
imple switch operalingimple swltch operaling
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ACTIVE
RECTIFIER

GND

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the Automatic Plant Watering Systern

Fig. 4 Simple voltage divider, using
the soil's resistance

Fig. 5 AC voltage divider to
eliminate electrolysis effects

ON TIM
Fig. 6 Waveforms in the Automatic Plant Watering System circuit

ro pRoBEs ,r!%'HSi"
coNNEcnoNs oN +'l2v GND#itiiliN;iiridi'tttttt

Fig. 7 Terminal block connections on the prototype

Alternatively, if your greenhouse features mains
power, or if the system is to be used indoors, a mains
pump will be preferred and a more conventional 12V
power supply can be used for the project.

The irrigation set-up is left to the readers'
lngenuity, but an overhead sprinkler type of system
is probably best, as it gives an even spread of water
over a large area. An alternative is to use one main
pump, coupled to many probe circuits; each
controlling water valves for a different plant or section
of the greenhouse.

PARTS LIST
BESIST0RS (all llV/)
Rl,2,16,17J9,20,22 2 3

83,6 13,18

R4

85,9,10

87,8,14

R11,15

R12

821

R24

fl25

HV1

RV2

CAPACITORS

c1,2

C3

c+,11

c510
C6
a1
ao

a0

SEMICONDUCIORS

21k

100k

68k

12k

47[
22k

1M
1r, ot^o

5k6

1k2

47k log

100k lin

292, 10V tantalum

470n polyester

4n7 polyester

22n polyester

6pr8, 16V tantalum

10p, 16V tantalum

22p, 16V electrotvtic

100p, 16V electrolyiic

rcl
tc2

rc3

rc4

rc5

rc6

01

LEDl

D1,2,3,4, 5, 6

lM324
4011

4020

4024

TLO82

7810 5

BC109

red LED

1N914

MISCELLANEOUS

SW]

SW2

RLAl

PCB, case to suit

BUYLINES

SPST le,'i i

SPDT h''
164, 12V DC relar,.
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D.MM Glltlll UATUE!
Cirkit's new range of Digital

Multimeters offer a quite unheatahle
comhination of features and value:

O Ranges lnclude: frequencY,
capacitance and temperature

O Housed in strong ABS cases

O Overload protectlon on all ranges

O Full one year warrant3l

O 31/z dlgll, auto zero, auto polarity
LCD, plus low batt indlcation

a 2OO hour battery llfe

a All meters supplied with test leads'
battery and manual

TM53I58
a Remarkable value dc volts: 200mV-lkV
O 18 ranges ac volts: 200V' 750V

O l0A dc current dc current: 200uA-l0A

prtce f t g.gg resistance: 200o-z0Mo

TM5375
O Frequency measure- dc volts: 200mV-1kV

mont to 20MHz ac volts: 200mV-750V

a acldc current to l0A dc current: 200uA-10A

O 24nnges ac current: 200uA-10A

Prke f36.75

TM5365
O 30 ranges dc volts: 200mv-lkv
O Frequency & capacl- ac volts: 200mV-750V

tanc€ measur€ment dc cunent: 200uA-10A

a Compact slze ac current: 200uA-'l0A

Prrce f37.90

TMI75
a Fr€q. measur€mont

to loMHz
a Capacltance measure-

ment I pF to ZouF

O 39 ranges

Prtce f57.49

TMI35
O Temp. measulEment dc volts: Z00mV-1kV

a Capacltance ac volts: 200mV-750V
measurem€It dc current: 200uA-l0A

O 40 ranges ac current: 200uA-10A

Prtce f45.95

Continuity and diode test
Basic dc accuracy: i0 8%
Size: 128x72x33mm

Resistance: 200O-20lV1O

Frequency: ZkHz-ZOMHz
Continuity, diode & HFE test
Basic dc accuracy 40.5%

Resistance: 200O-2000MO
Frequency: ZkHz-ZOOkHz

Capacitance: ZnF-20oF
Logic, continuity, diode and

HFE test

dc volts: 200mV-1 kV Capacitance: ZnF'2OuF

acvolts:200mV-750V Frequency: 2kHz-1OMHz
dc cunent; 200uA-l0A Continuity, diode, HFE.

ac current: 200uA-10A logic & LED test.
Resistance: 200f)-2000MO

Resistance: 200O-2000MO
Temperature: 200'-750"C
Capacitance: 2nF-20uF
Diode, HFE & continuity test

TMI I5
O 0.5% accuracy dc volts: 200mV-1kV Resistance: 200O-2000MO

O Transistor HFE test ac volts: 200mV-750V Continuity, diode & HFE test

a 26 ranges dc current: 200uA-10A Basic dc accuracy t0.5

prlce f33,67 ac cuTrent: 200uA-10A prlces tnc vAT,
Please acld 90p for p&p.

Cirkil

PBO SERIES METEX
316 & 41l tlrcrT

All With Case.20A AC/0C

l Tmm 0isplay [38]!0 lZmml

Hold 0.05% (+t;
4650 as 4630 Plus 2 Freo. Ranoes [76.38
116508 as ,1650 with Bardraph 

- 
[87.] 0

Capacitance + With Hle C With Freq.l

STA]IOARII SERIES
31d DIGIT I 2 mm IIISPLAYS
23158 17 Range 10 ADC 020.m
23188 23 Ranqe 10ADC (+) 823.12
2335 31 Ranqe 10A AC/DC (+) t22.74
2325 32 Ranse 10A AC/DC (**) 130.42
2355 32 Ranqe 10A AC/DC (*r.1 [34.57
2365 38 Ranse 10A AC/DC (-*.1 f,17.25

Plus Logic Probe

METEX AUTORA]IGE
3il DIGIT With Dalahold & Freq Counier

M80 21mm display
M8l8 17mm display, true RIiIS
I[818b wrth barqraph

flmLcRAcBridoe [lB.m TE220 l MHzAudioGenerator [81.75
meOO,l nc tr/littir6tt laeter'lLIHz [&5.8{l 3300 Autorange Digital Cap. l\4eter i04.@
m,o soo xnz runction Generalor 86.50 otoo signal Tiacer-/lnlector t52'm
4162A015'0lilHzFrGen Plus6Digrt 52S0l50lVlHZTDtgitFrequencv
i;;i;' - - fl72.80 counter [64.50
268A0'lMHZAfGen olus6Dioit 0STSlll5MHZBenchScope [100.Q
Cointer [100.16 2430/24V0/3AVariablePSU [56.m
TE200150MHZRlGen 2450/24V0/5AVariablePSU [69'55
(asotr/lHTuarmonic) [80.m 1544/'15v0/4AVariablePSU [40.m

YF20 Dual Scale Sound Level lreter 3900T0 LCD Dmm With owell And

12odB [32.85 Tach Ranges [49.58
225V VHS Video Head Tester m{!.69 KT50 LCD 8 Range Capacitance Meter f36.20

AUOI().ELECTR(lNICS ARE ALS()

INSTRUMENT OISTBIBUT(]BS F(lR

HAMEG o FLIGHT. BLACKSTAB
o ALTAI . THUBLBY. THAI{llAR
. CR0TECH . LEAIIEB All0 HITACHI

TELEPHtll{E Y()UB (lBtlER WiTH UISA/ACCESS
(IPEI{ 6 OAYS A WEEK FllR CALLERS

I

l

l

I
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Geoff Martin tries to
unlock some of the
frustrations in life

46 ETI MARCH I99O

WHY
DOAT'T THE}.,

hy doesn't somebody invent a
pushbutton telephone with your
own personal security code so you
can be the only one to make a call?
It beats me why such a simple idea

has not been adopted as a standard option for the
modern telephone. It would certainly overcome a lot
of problems in industry and in the family household.
It's at home where tempers could reach the limit
particularly at the crucial three months point when the
phone billcomes in, and allbecause young Darrin and
Katy have had so much fun chatting long distance to
their mates all night

The right combination
The operation couldn't be simpler, pick up the

handset, key in your PIN number and hey presto
you've accessed the dialling tone ready to make a call
Also with some extra thought, if someone happens
to be looking over your shoulder at the time, ii could
be a simple matter of re-programming the chip with
a different code. This would have solved the problem
of those parents achieving near heart failure when
receiving 11000 telephone bills as a result of
tomebody' having a party on the phone using the
premium rate chatlines. Perhaps the reason for this
non invention is more deeprooted and that marketing
such a product could lead to a loss in revenue for the
telephone companies.

Why do we continually have to run down the car
battery after having driven around in bad light
conditions and then forget to switch off the lights when
leaving the car? All it needs is an audible warning
when the ignition key is removed. An alternative is
to connect the lights up to the ignition key so they only
operate when the key is in place

While still on the subject of transport, it's amazing
how many cars can still be locked with the keys inside
The panic and incredible waste of time in breaking in
to the wretched thing particularly abroad could all be
avoided if all new cars adopted a fail safe system

You want to be able to lock yourself in the car in
the event of an emergency by pushing a mechanical
button down or perhaps by electro-mechanical means
with the flick of a switch on the dashboard What you
don't want to happen is for the door to slam and lock
with you on the outside and your keys on the inside
And before you all say the technoiogy is here to lock
your car remotely by infra-red beam, just remember
the battery can run down that operates the system
So there is need to carry the key to cover all
eventualities after all!

7

The key to the problerm
really

::t:
sophisticated locks The more familiar onns tt,ut lli!
to rnind are the combination electro-mechanical types
and more recently the magnetic strip card. I have been
impressed wlth the latter in a foreign hotel to lock or
unlock the hotel room door You are issued with what

credit card made o It is made
tic with the now fa etic stripe
ck. The only thing your part

is to zap it through the slot on the door and you are
in an it to he door by
the s hod jt past thl
latch e of ar card did
not end there The flat 'key' was essentialto switch on
the rooms electric power by placing it in a liitle slot on
the wall inside

So if you have to leave the building, you take
your key and out go the lights. Full marks to the
designers for this energy saving device It has to be
said though, these 'high tech keys' can be left in the
room whilst the occupant slams the door behind
them. Where this is a minor annoyance in a hotel it
could be more upsetting having to break into your own
home

Dark Ages
Why can't the amateur unlock the secrets of the latest
constructional technology in magazines such as ETI?
Have you seen rnany projects exclaiming that you too
can build your own CD player, video recorder,
personal organjser, digital mixing desk or magnetic
card door lock? I think not You may see features
outlining the theory of these wizard machines but
certainly not projects Why is thjs?

We've seen the industry race ahead leaving state-
of-the-art electronics in the hands of the veryfew The
poor old amateur has been left in the dark ages to'
make the be s1 he or she can do with the bewildering
array of chips and discrete components available

But take heart,,very often the simplest ideas are
the most effective So come on all you constructors,
let's publish all those ingenious but effective projects
and banish some of the minor annovances in life

CARD KEY

I
'
{
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SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I"
A computer doesn't have to look liks you d expect a computer to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and floppy disks and
so on.

The SBC-1 has the bare minimum ol chips a 280 computer can have
and still be a cornputer: A 4MHz ZSoACPU chip, an EPBOM chip (up
to 32R, a slatic RAM dhip (up to 32tO and a pair of 8255A UO (input
output) chips giving rl8 individual lines to waggle up and down. There
aro one or two additional "glue" chips included, but these are simpls

Bare Board
cl7.50

(plus postage and VAT)

"74LS" or "HC" parts.

A star leature is that no special or custom chips (ie PALs, ULAs, ASICs
etc) are used - and thus there are no secrets. The Z80A is the fastsst
and best established ot all the 8-bit microprocsssors - possibly the
choapest too!

Although no serial interlace is included, it is easy lor a Z80A to waggle
one bit up or down at the appropriate rata - the cost is a few pence
worth ot code in the program: why buy hardware when sottware will do?

Applications already identified include: Magnetic Card reader, mini
printerinterface, print6r bufler, push bunon keypad, LCD alphanumeric
pansl interface, 4Gzone security system, modem interface lor auto
sendino of securiw alarms, code converter (eq IBM PC ksyboardsending of security alarms, code converter (eg IBM PC ksyboard
codes to regular ASCII), real time clock (with plug in module),
automatic horticultural irrigation controller.

By disabling the orFboard Z8oA-CPU this card will plug into our
lnterak I CP/M Plus disk-bassd development systems, so if ),ou
dodtfancy hand-assembling 280 machinecods you don't haveto!

The idea is (if you are a manufacture0 you buy iust one
devolopment system and then turn out the ch6ap SBC-I
systoms by the hundred. lf you are really lazy we can write
the program lor you and assemble the SBC-I cards so
you can gst on with manulacturing your product,
leaving all your control problems tg us.

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:
Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T02E), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L4.22AE. Tel:051-645 3391.

.fllB t* T 1

companies, all in-house designed
kits come lully documented with
d all mmponents. Alltransmitters
radio or tuned higher for greater

MTXMicro-miniatureaudiotransmitter 17mmx17mm 9Voperalion lO00mrange ei2.95
W500Hi-poweraudiotransmitter 250mWoutput 20mmx40mm 9-l2Voperation 2-3O0Om

!1 5.95
1 000m

E1 8.95

range

VOXTsVoiceactivatedkansmitter Variablesensilivrty 30mmx40mm gVoperalton
range

CTX900 Sub-catrier scrambled audio transmilter Cannot be monitored wrthout decoder fiued
to radio 30mm X 40mm 9V operation 1000m range

DSX900 Sub-carier decoder unil for moniloring CTX900 Connects lo radto earphone socket
Provides output lor headphones 35mm x 50mm 9-12V operation e21.95
HVX400Mainspoweredaudiolransmilter Connectsdirectlyto24OvACsupply 30mmx35

e1 8.95
XT89 Crystal conlrolled audio kansmitter High perlormance 100mW output Supplred wrth
xtal lor 108MHz Others available to 116MHz 85mm X 28mm 9V operalion 2-3000m
range e36.95
TKX900Tracker/Bleepertransmitter Transmttscontinuousstreamolaudtopulses Variable
loneandrate Powerful200mWoutpul 63mmx25mm 9Voperatton 2-3000mrange e21.95
ATR2Microsrzelelephonerecordinginlerlace Connectsbetweenlelephonelines(anywhere)
and cassetle recorder Tape switches aulomahcally with use ol phone All conversattons
recorded Powered kom line 10mm x 35mm 812.95
fLX700 Micro minrature lelephone kansmifler Connects lo line (anywhere) swilches on and
oflwithphoneuse Allconversalionstransmitted 20mmx20mm Poweredfromline 1000m

mm 500m range

range el 2.95
XMLgqrRFbugdetector Variablesensitiv[y TnggersLEDandbleeperwhenlnpresenceof
RF lield Detects MTX 15-20 leet 55mm x 55mm 9V operalion C26.95
XL7000 Prolessional bug deteclor/locator Variable sensihvity Twin mode ten segment LED
readout oi signal strength with variable rale bleeper Second mode AUDIO CONFIHM
distinguishes between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate srgnal such as pagers,
cellular elc 70mm x 100mm 9V operation CS4.95

UKcuslomercpleasesendcheques,PO'sorregisteredcash Pleaseaddll 50perotdetlor
P&P Goods despalched ASAP allowing lor cheque clearance Overseas customers send
sleiling bank dall or Eurccheque and add tS 00 per order lor shipmenl Credi! card orders
accepled on 0827 714476 Full calalogue available on rcceipl ol 28p stamp Trade enqu[ies
welcofre

TEKTB0N lX OSCILL0SC0PE 2235 Dual Trace 100M HZ
oeEysweep '. t75O
DHILIPS 0SCIL.OSCOPE PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHZ Dslay

Sweep C500
GotJ L0 05300 oscrlloscope Dual Trace 2oMllz C250
GoU LD 1 421 Dig lai Slorage 0 ual}acez,Mqz !750
THANDAF TA2060 Logic Analyser 20t4 HZ I Chan nel $75
TH UBLBY P L3moM D 0-30V 2A Twice ouad Mode Dioital

FEEDBACK FSG606 Sw*p Funclion Generalor00lHZ- lMHZ
(P&PE7) utx)

SOLARTFoN m45 Multimerer 4 4 dr!il LED 30ranqes
Arro/l,lanua (P&PE/) tt25

LOGTC .el8
FAFNE ..C2OO
BACAL r) ..C1sO
BACAL C15()
[4AnCONl ATTENUATORS TF2162 DCiMHZ 6m ohm 0i11dB

H P174M Dual'li8c€ 1o0MHZoelaySweep Trig

iq

.

Tnrc CS15664 Dual Trace 20MHZ

,,
s

SnVntree.f

TEKTBoNlX22l5 0ual
Delay wilh manua, probes, fronl cove(
pouch only!500

MABCONITFMI5AI\,'I/FM TF21fl C45()
MABCoNlTF20lsw[houl . C300
MABC0NITF2016AMFM wilh

TF21n . C400
MARCoNI TF2016 withoul Synchrcn ser TF2173 1250
iTARCONI MoD MdereTF2300iTF23O0Bi TF23O3 kom . t1O0
H.P620ESiqnalGeneElorT-11GHZ . t400
H P6lSCSignalGonerator3.S-Z6GHZ t4{)o
HP6l6BsiganlceneralorlE-42GHZ t400
WOELKEWN&FluIerMeterMEloS t100
LEADEF LMV18€lq Tm Channel Millivolmeter 5H2-500KHZ

100uV -300V CtOit
FEEDBACKFG60lSrgGen0.00lHZiV{ZSrndsqfrr elil
MAFC0NI Automalic Drstodion Meler TF237A
400H2 or 1 XFIZ Measures down lo 0 0l 0,6 Cl 00
LEVELLoSC|ILAToHSTG15ZIG200Series kom r75
MAFC0NITF2m0UNIVEFSALtCR BBlDGEBattery lomC150

t500
t300
t300
2215
e1m
c210
e1$
t250
c175
t180
e150
t150

Avo 8s;9s and Mini$ryVe6ions Wilh Ba[eris& Leads lEmC50
TESTLEADS forAvos. Bod &

(PEPC3) es
BlachEVEF READYCee lor
BATTERIESls\blls.

HAI\rEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM 60{ Dual Trace 60irHZ Delay
Swep .. .. .. .. c575

HAI\rEG oSCILLoSCOPE H[12036 0ualTrace 20MHZ
ler " l3l4

HA CoPE HM205 2 Dual Trace 20MHZ Digilal

All olhermodels avaiLble - ;f i o*if f or.op",.rppli"a *iri, i prli3l

BTACK STAR E0UIPMENT(PAPall unils t5)
AP0LL0 10 - 100[,lHZ CounlerTimer Ralio/Psriod/Time lntetual

etc 1222
APoLLo 1 00 - 100MHZ (As above wl h more lurcUons) U95
II,IETEOF ]OO FH EOU ENCY COU NTEF 1OOMHZ C99
METEOF 600 FREOU ENCY COU NTER oOOMIIZ Cl 26
METEOR IOOO FREOUENCY COUNTEB 1 GHZ C1 78
JUPITOF SO FUNCTION GENEFATOB OlHZ.5OOKHZ

Sindsqrfr ,Cllo
OBIoNCOLOURBAnGENEFAToHPamv&rdm . ....t209
All olher Black Slar Equipment available

igil Hand held2Eanges inclding
(PEP14l 839.50

carryingcase lorabove "t33 50

OSCI LIoSCoPE PFoBES Swllchable 11 i xlo IPIP S3) C1 1

H M8001 Main Frame with HLi8032 Sine Wave Gene€lor
20HZ-20MHZ| H[48030 2 Function Generator0 1 - lMHZ
S ne/Sq,4flangleand HMe011 2 Digilal Mullmerer
41hdt9tt .. .. onlyt375

SADELTAI\,1C321 CoLoUH MH GENEHAToR BFBands 1 34&
V,de.8 FJncl ons.Souno Cariler Ur Jsed lP&PtI 8125

SADELTA COLOUF B,qB GENEMTOR PAL MC101,8
Pafiems.Pocl@l le Baneriescompl€le with
EalleryChaeer (P&Pt4) . ... . l5O

LabgoarColour BarGenerator KGI STest Panerns
(PePt4) .. only !40 each

LABGEAFCFo TypeCM6038.08
C.osshaEh Marnsor&qrER\
UnusedtlE Usedtl2(P&Pt3)

2 l00KHz30MHz

*'liy,','f
tm

Yes lelophoneslhatdon'lslidearoundthedesk.Type
lied wllhstanda.d BTplug (used). 0uaniily

... ..onlytSlp&p$l

This is a VE RY SMA ilily belore ordeilnq

E STEWARTS OF READING FI
- 

IIowvKEHAMRoAD,READING,BERKSRG6IpL H
Tel: 0734 68041 Fax: 0734 351696 Callers welcome 9am-5.30pm Mon-Fri (until 8pm Thurs)

--TONICS FOR TIRED TRANSDUCERS-'
Cost-eff ective speaker upgrade kits

AUDAX TITANIUM TWEETER UPGRADE.
Change your 1" dome tweeters for these Titanium units and enjoy
crisper, cleaner response. Sultable for replacing tweeters up to
91dB sensitivity. Kit includes constant impedance level controls so
that you can adjust for optimum results without any crossover
modifications.
orderTlTANlUM 100 (100mm round plate)

or TITANIUM 12x9 (120x90mm)

ELAC METAL DOMETWEETER UPGRADE.
As kit above but using lhe Elac tweeter which has had such rave
reviews. To replace units up to 89dB sensitivity.

843.50 pair
+p&p €3.00

€63.50 pair.
+p&p 83.00

order METAL 25DT30 (104mm round plate)
orlvlETAL 25DT29 (120x90mm plate)

SEAS METAL DOMETWEETER UPGRADE
Direct replacement for the s/a" (19mm) unit used in so many small
speakers. Sensitivity 88dB (94mm round plate) €41 .90 pair.

+ p&p t3.00

CONCERTO UPGRADE CROSSOVER
Replacing the DN12 network in speakers employing the Kef 8139,
B1 10, T27 combination, this crossover greatly improves detail and
definition. (Screw terminal connections) 848.95 pair +p&p 83.00

WACOUSTIC PANELS inhibit panel resonance and limit cabinet-
induced colouration. (Foam sandwiched between two layers of
bitumin.) Self adhesive.
Size: 270x200x16mm.
Set of I (will treat pr. of small/med. speakers)'E16 +p&p t3

El telephone credit card orders E
WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD

(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker Catalogue e1 50 post rree (export $6)

Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate,
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX. Tel: 0565 50605
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PART 2:
Morc
consttuctl0n
and testing

Dennis Stanlield
concludes his article
on this very
economical 'scope
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SUPERSCOPE

ast month saw the completion of the
motherboard, driver board, timebase and
power supply. We now turn our attention
to amplifying the input signals This is
accomplished with two distinctly separate

amplifiers - the Y1 input amplifier (circuit shown in
Fig. 13) and the Y2 input amplifier (Fig. 14).

The Input Boards
The Y1 and Y2 boards are virtually identical with the
exceptions that the beam switching and single,/dual
trace mode switching takes place on the Y2 board.
Component overlay for the Y1 PCB is shown in Fig.
15 together with connection details. Similary Fig. 16
shows the same for the Y2 PCB.

Construction
The input attenuator is constructed on two 30mm
square pieces of PCB drilled and mounted on the
main board as shown in Fig. 17, R403-5 andC402-4
being soldered between the tags of switch SW402a
and the rearmost support panel. The entire switch
panel may be built up in one piece and then added
to the main board, the wiring of the switch wafers is
as shown in Fig 18. It should be noted that make
before break wafers are necessary for SW402a and
SW502a to avoid placing the full input voltage onto
R4O6,7 and Q401 as the switch wiper moves between
contacts.

A dual FET has not been used in the input stage
due to the high cost of such devices and the difficulty
in finding a suitable source of supply. If available a
device such as an E42L or E430 may be substituted

directly for Q401,2 without further modification. A
dual FET will give improved thermal tracking and
better baseline stability when switching between
ranges. (The baseline shift is due to the differing 733
gains operating on the tiny differential voltages set up
by Q401 and 402.) Thermal equalisation of the
existing pair of transistors can be improved by placing
their casings in intimate contact - stick them together
with a tiny spot of superglue!

It is most important that all work should be neat
and all component leads kept as short as possible.

The BNC input socket is mounted through the
fascia and screening panels and connected to the Y1
board by the leads of R401.

Setting Up
Due to the layout of the on board components it is not
possible to adjust the trimmer capacitors and preset
resistors on the Y1 board with the Y2 board also in
place. Therefcre a small set-up board as shown in Fig.
19 is built up on stripboard and plugged in to the y2
slot. This set-up board routes the Y1 signal through
to the Y deflection amplifier and holds IC201 in the
Y1 mode. The 56R resistors on the setup board load
the 733 outputs and prevent any parasitics.

Firstly RV401 should be adjusted to give
minimum change in trace position when switching
SW402 through its various ranges. Make this
adjustment with no input signal and SW401
relerenced to ground.

With SW401 switched to AC and the timebase
set to a (at this stage) nominal 1ps per division input,
apply a good quality square wave of 2-3Y peak to
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Tho beam switch generator

This has three modes of operation controlled by switches on the

timebase and Y2 boards.

l.Single trace mode - with no input from SW 501h, R()07 holds

the input to lC601a high so disabling ihe oscillator lC50lt'p. R607

is also ionnected to the set input of |C602 and holds output 0 - the

Yl select enable line high and the Y2 select line iow.

2. When the Y2 amplif ier is swltched on $W501b pulls the inputs

to tC601a and lC002 'set' low, What happens next depends on the

state 0f the timebase altlchop switch sw302b.

3. 11 SW302b is setto display alternate sweeps then R606 holds

one lnput to lC60'1c low so that the oscitiator rernains disabied and

the output of lC601c is held highso ailowing lC601d to pass the'Alt

gatd slgnal through to 1C602 whose outputs change state 0n ea€h

pulse.

4, lf SW302b ls set to chop or slow mode then the junction of

R606 and le601c is pulled high andthe oscillator is enabied, Hunning

at 6 frequency of about 100kHz the output oithe osciilatot is gated

through l0601d by the Alt gate signal which is high for 9996 of the

time lat the ramp rates at which chopped mode is likely to be used),

Thecircuitry around 0601,2 perfcrms signal level shifting from

a0V grourd referehceto a -l2V ground reference, DioCes D601,2,3

compensate for the {actthat a TTL high level is a tong rvay short oi

5V. Wrthout these Q601 would never swiich off and R604 would

probably not last long,

Fig. 13 The Y1 input amplifier circuit diagram

neak (from, say, a TTL oscillator) at about lMHz into
:he BNC input socket. You should feed the input via
a properly terminated probe if possible as lengths of
'.vire may cause parasitic oscillations

Set CV403 to mid travel and adjust CV401 for
:est waveform and CV402 for correct signal deflec-
:on height. CV403 and CV201 may then be adjusted
:or the best shape to the fast edges with minimum
rvershoot or ringing if possible a square wave o{
around 5-6MHz can then be applied and any further
:uning carried out.

ETI MARCH I99O

R41 3
220R

Ihe Y2 ampiifier is identical 1o the Y1 con-
struction detai)s given above but with the additional
note to take due care in the handJ!ng of tC502 wh;ch
is a CMOS device

Switch Generator Construction
This is a simple board and no comment is necessary
beyond noting the usual precautions in handling
1C601 and IC602

+
i c4o9
220

c408
10n

NOTE:
1C401 = uA733
()401.2 : 8F256
0403 = BC1O9C

-cv401\

R403
1k0

8408
1008

R409
2ko

R407
910k
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sw502b
CW

)

R513
270F.

R515
22A

YA EN

Y8 EN

+5V

R501
688 SW5O1a

R519
10R

DC +c510
T 56nlin

Y1

Y2

YA1

YA2

TEIG B

0v

Fig. 14 The Y2 input amplifier

NOTE:
lC5O1 = uA733
lC5O2 = 4066
0501,2 = 8F256
O503 = BCIO9C

R516
1k0

R51 7
1k0

'!5 Component overlay for the Yl amplifier

::H ffiE
{F!]-*
{E
{gr;iresffiM
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Setting Up Y2
Remove the Y1 set-up board from slot 4 and plug in
the Y2 and switch generator boards Setting up is as
{or Y1 and the two channels should be driven for
comparison. It should be noted that in some
circumstances driving both channels from a single

source may result in some interaction between them
with consequent degradation in the signal waveform

The Timebase
It is assumed that a second scope is not available to
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display the ramp waveform - *hy else would you

be building this one?
A known frequency reference is however

necessary and a crystal controlled TTL oscillator
cobbled together fiom bits out of the spares box would
do very well.

Set the timebase to a suitable (nominal) rate and
input the signal to either Y amp. Set trigger selector
switch and adjust RV301 for correct triggering Adjust
RV302 to give the correct number of divisions per

cycle. For example with a lMHz signal reference set

the timebase to 0.5ps per division and adjust RV302
so that each cycle is exactly two divisions in length.
If necessary RV303 which adjusts the peak to peak
height of the ramp and RV204 which adjusts the X
axis gain may be trimmed to achieve calibration It
should be noted that at some settings RV303 can

affect the proper action of the beam switching Alt gate

output in the iastest timebase ranges. This single

adjustment sets up all the timebase primary ranges.

Switch SW301 to the 0.5ms per divlsion range,

switch SW302 to its x10 slow position and input a

50Hz signal to one of the Y amps. One cycle of the
50Hz signalshould be four divisions in length. If not
the value of the tantalum and polyester padder
capacitors C305a-c may be changed as necessary to
achieve an accurate ramp period. Reducing the total
capacitance increases ramp speed and vice versa.

Display
Input a sine wave, the frequency is immaterial, and
adjust the brilliance and focus controls for the best

display noting that it is not considered good practice
to simply go to maximum brightness as sharp focus
is then more difficult to achieve With an insulated
screwdriver then adjust the astigmatism control
RV101 to peak the {ocus. The focus and astigmatism
controls interact and some repeated tweaking of each
may be necessary

Case Construction
The form of construction depends very much on the

ETI MARCH I99O

Fig. 17 Y1/Y2 inPut
boards switch mounting

sub-panel details

constructor. The prototype is housed in a home made

casing of 2mm aluminiurn, the parts of which were
supplied and cut to size by a local engineering works
for about a tenner The internal framing is cut from
12mm aluminium angle extrusion available from the
larger DIY outlets. For those who feel capable of a bit

,*aor" 

{
swsoru {

Fig. 16 Component overlay for the Y2 amplifier
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Fig. 21 Beam switch generator board - overlay

ALT
GATE IN

NOTE:
tc601 = 4011
1c602 = 4013
(}601 = 8C327
0602 = 8C547
D601-3 = 1N4'148

-12V +5V

DUAL
TRACE

ENABLE IN

sLow
SWEEP/

CHOP

Fig. 2O Beam switching generator circuit diagram

R Vdd

00
tc602

DO

of panel bashing, a similar case may be made. For
those who would prefer to use a ready-made case it
should be of 72" xl]" ygt/2tt llleast (for a VCR tube)
and the front panel dimensions shown should be
used. The internal wiring layout is shown in Fig 8.

The graticule presented some difficulties
Prototype solution is a graticule drawn on plain white
paper using a very fine and
photocopied onto a clear a sible
alternative might be to use and
scoring on lines with a marking kni{e. These could
then either be illuminated from the side of the sheet
or filled with a black marking paste - Ed)

EHT by the
tran ,thec consider
the tube ilable at
reasonable increased costs.

PARTS LIST
Beam switeh module

RESISTOBS

860r,6,7 10k

R602 8208
R603 15k

R604 100H

8605 47k

CAPACITOBS

C601 100p, ceramic

C602,3 47n, polyestei

sErfic0N0ucToRs
0601 8C327

0602 8C547

tc601 +011

tc602 4013

D601,2,3 1N4148

MISCELLANEOUS

SKT601 Bt angled 12w 0.1' connector (Maplin ref.

YW30H)
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PARTS LIST
.:.,.,.. .l ,r toard ,

].R4.02 1[4,1%

mr0J6Ji 1k,1%

llll IrW 5% unless statedi

68R

10k,170

120k,1%

91k,1%

910k, 1%

100R, 1%

2k,10io

270R,10k

82R,1%

22A,loh

10R

470R preset

1k

2k2

ALTEBNATE GATE OUTPUT

Fig. 22 Timebase waveforms

CAPACITORS

c401

c402

c403
c404
c405

c400,8

c407,9

cv40i,2
CV4O3

0401,2

0403
tc401

MISCELLANEOUS

SW4O1

SW4O2

SW402a,b

SKT4Ol

68n, polyester

080p, ceramic

100p, ceramic

8p2, ceramic

27p, ceramic

10n, ceramic

22[ tantolum

12p trimmer

25p trimmer

SEMICONDUCTORS

Fig. 19 Temporary setting
up link board for position
4 on motherboard

8F256

BC',l09C

4p3w rotary switch

Waier-switch assembly
'lp12w make before break wafer

50R BNC socket

PARTS
','vitoe

100R,170

2k,1%

270H,lYs

82H;170

21R,1%'
1k

2k2

10f

470R preset

CAPACITORS

,,C50t '68n, Polyester

L 5UI

c 503

c504
c505
c500,8

c 507,9

c 510

c511

cv501 2

CV 503

680p, ceramic

100p, ceramic

8p2, ceramic

270 ceramic

10n, ceramic

22p, tantalum

50n; polyester

100n, polyester

12p trimmer

25p trimmet

SEMICONDUCTORS

0501,2

0503

rc 501

rc502

MISCELLANEOUS

SW5O]

SW502

SW502a,b

SKT50l

BF 256

BC109C

733

4066

4p3w rotary switch

Wafer-switch assembly

1p12w make before break wafer

50R BNO socket
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Fig. 2 Details of the push-button switch
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Not one to miss out on
a bi bings
You oint ofthe on 14
February and you'll
never get rid of
probing fingers on that
day of new love. Heath
Robinson (Keith

irst, a history les lentine.
referred to on St not one
saint, but two. Roman
saints: Valentine of Terni, and Valentine of
Rome. Both, too, were martyred around

the third century tsC

lll;:rl
t

!:1a

l9r

4.{li.lit1s t .

:
!1

i;,*'r

anyway.

Preamble Ib Construction

Brindley's nom de
plume for the month)
glves details

NOTE:
tc1 = uM66
PB1 = SEE TEXT

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of the
novelty badge

Origins of L
it ls known to ha
ritual, celebrated
sacrifices of goats

acri
ly.
efi

_ The chip, a UM66 melody generator, is one of
a family of devices allclassed unler the sam" nu-U"i,
which generates a range of tunes:
a type 1 - a medley of Jingle Bells, Santa Claus is
C^oming to Town, and W Wish you u M"rry
Christmas
o type 2 - Happy Birthday to you
a type 3 - Wedding March
a type 4 - Iave Me Tbnder, lnve Me Tiue

If you haven't already guessed, the chip is of the
same sort which is often used in musical greetings

:19r, .f various descriptions: St Valentiries Dai,
birthdays. Christmas and so on. In cards, the chips
are usually chip-on-board (COB) devices (that is,
semiconductor dice mor nted directly onto pCBs
using adhesive and hard-wired with gold or
aluminium wires to make the required connJctions).
This form of chip is difficult, if not imposstble, to soider
in 

,by hand, and is specifically iniended 
'for 

high
volume robotic construction. The COB format i'iso
allows extremely thin assemblies _ suiting the
requirements to allow fitting in a greetings card.

In the form used in the Novelty Aadg-e, the chips
are a.more. conventional plastic transistor_type shape,
enabling them to be easily handled an d soldered
Requirements for thicknesi aren,t quite so c.iticalio,
the Novelty Badge as they are in a greetings card, so
the thickness of the transistor_shaped chip ls not
important. The chip isn,t, in fact, that much thicker
than the piezoelectric buzzer used, in the p;;;.i,
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Second, some form of push-to-break push
button switch mechanism has to be constructed in the
project; commercially available push-button switches
aren't anywhere near thin enough to use in the badge
We'll be considering this, shortly, too.

These two points have similar consequences, in
that they both require makeshift electromechanical
connections to be made to the PCB track. Further, the
copper which PCB track is made of (although an
extremely good conductor when clean) rapidly
oxidises in air creating a non-conducting surface layer
of copper oxide. So, the {irst problem to overcome is

how to ensure good electrical connections can be
made between the required contacts in the circuit

In commercially-produced PCB assemblies,
good contacts are often made by plating the copper
track with a non-corroding metal; gold, platinum and
so on. But the amateur doesn't usually have such
facilities to allow rare-metal plating and another
method is needed Fortunately, we don't have to look
far. The very material used to make all permanent
connections in PCB assemblies, that is, solder. has a
coating effect which enables fairly gooC contacts to
be assured.

Construction
So, the first thing to do is to coat the copper track
surface of the PCB with solder. The process. tinning,
is simple enough by hand. Apply a hot soldering iron
tip to the track for a few seconds, then while keeping
the iron tip on the track, feed solder on to the copper.
By edging the tip away slowly, while feeding in more
solder, you'll be able to cover the copper track surface
bit by bit with solder Pay particuJar attention to the
concentric ring of track around the central 6mm hole
and to the button cell mounting pad - when tinned
these areas should be as flat as possible to help ensure
good contacts If necessary. reheat these areas until
the solder is perfectly flat and smooth

Next, make the push-button switch which
mounts in the central6mm hole of the board. We used
a small bolt. two nuts and a washer to construct the
moveable contact of the switch (the fixed contact, of
course, is the concentric ring of track around the
central hole). File of{ the end of the bolt, to leave a
flat connection point Now. make a spring-loaded
mounting plate from a smalL piece of springy metal.
We found the metal pocket clip of a pen is ideal for
this purpose - simply cut the clip to the size you
require and bend it to suii Now, mount the rnoveable
contact into the central hole of the PCB and solder
the spring-loaded mounting plate into position,
soldering at each end (that is, onto the PCB pad and
onto the moveable contact) Fig. 2 illusirates how the
makeshift push-button switch fastens together and
mounts into the PCB

Now, make a similar spring-loaded mounting
plate to hold the button cell to the board, and solder
it at both ends (onto the PCB pad and onto the button
cell). Note that the negative button cell terminal must
be mounted iace down ie, touching the PCB mount-
ing pad Mounting details are shown in Fig 3.

Solder in the remaining two components, the
UM66 chip and the piezoelectic buzzer, as shown in
the overall PCB overlay and wiring diagram of Fig. 4.

Your project is now ready for testing. Press the
bolt-head of the push-button switch. As you release
it your project will burst into tune

Finally, glue the piezoelectric buzzer and a
fastener of some description to the PCB. The fastener
is purely for the purpose of attaching the badge to the
article of clothing you wish to wear the badge on
Although a safety pin can be used, the best results will
be obtained with a brooch type of fastener, available
from any good handicraft shop

ETI MARCH I99O

Service
A problem which you may encounter in general use
of your badge may be the apparent weakening of the
spring-loaded contacts, such that the badge stops
working. This is due, in fact, not to the contacts
themselves or their spring-loaded mounting plates,
but to a physicalphenomenon which occurs in many
materials, called creep. It is the soldered joints at the
PCB ends of the spring-loaded mounting plates which
are deforming slightly, with pressure and time, so that
the contacts move apart until, finally, no physical
connection occurs between contacts. Unfortunately,
solder suffers considerably from creep. This can be
very simply remedied (albeit temporarily, until the next
time creep occurs sufficiently to prevent contacts
meeting) by resolderingthe joints atthe PCB ends of
the two spring-loaded mounting plates. A more long-
term solution is to drill and bolt the mounting plates
to the PCB, but this means that bolt-heads for both
would be visible from the front of the badge. Make
your own mind up whether this is justified.

HOW IT WORKS

PARTS LIST

BUYLI

METAL MOUNTING
PLATES ISEE TEXTI

fu*-€fi$ffi
'ka&E#

***Y-S
*xE
FffiM
,dft€+sffi&**
&*r*r*#s-^tffip;*"q

$-%%,YFfl
BtFl FdS

drdXglTE-ffih&tt+E
:l r-rt# *Igir

.ffi

@
r*ry-$

Fig. 4 Component overlay and wiring details of the novelty badge
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You can have more
control over your
fluorescent luminaries
by simple modifrcaton.
Kevin Kirk enlightens
us.

ncandescent bulbs are pretty horrendous
things, they get very hot, are pretty inefficient
(as lights anyway) and have a nasty tempera-
ture coefficient which makes controlling them,
electronically, a chore. Fluorescents on the

other hand are nice, gentle, fuzzy sort of creatures with
lots of soft light output, virtually no heat, efficient in
conversion of electricity into light and they come in
all sorts of shapes and sizes. They have also earned
themselves an unfair reputation of being hard to drive
and pretty unfriendly to electronics. Well this article
is going to prove it isn't true (well not totally true
anyway) We are going to explore ways of switching
them on instantaneously, flashing them and even
dimming them, in fact anything you can do with a
normal bulb.

What on earth is it?
A fluorescent tube is actually called a 'low pressure
gas discharge tubel It is a clear glass tube filled with
a very low pressure mixture of mercury gas with a little
argon. When this gas is ionised by passing a current
through it, it produces a large amount of ultra-violet
light and a small amount of visible light. The (short
wave and potentially harmful) ultra-violet light reacts
with the fluorescent powders which coat the inside of
the tube, to form long wave, visible light. By changing
the composition of the powders different colours of
light may be produced. The remaining ultra violet light
is filtered out by a filter formed by the glass envelope

o{ the tube.
The gas is ionised when 'striking' the tube by

passing a fairly large voltage across it until it conducts,
This conduction may happen at a lower voltage if the
tube is warm which is why if you switch a fluorescent
light off and on again virtually instantaneously it wil)
come on very quickly The manufacturers assist by
putting small heaters at each end o{ the tube which
warm up the gas prior to striking. The argon in the
mercury assists in the striking as it ionises at a lower
voltage and helps to bring the mercury up to
temperature.

This is rather like the neon seen in the sodium
(yellow) street lights, it ionises first to produce a reddish
light and will bring the sodium up to temperature at
which point it will 'strike'forming a lower impedance
path than the neon, the neon then ceases to conduct

Back to our tube, once it has started, it can be
sustained by a fairly low voltage (around 70 volts), if
the full mains voltage was left across the tube its
internal resistance will go down, thus increasing the
cunent which in turn makes the gas hotter so reducing
the resistance again etc This means that some form
of current limit is required and so a choke is put in
series with the tube.

The reason for using a choke rather than a
resistor is that the choke will actually be providing a
reactance rather than a resistance, reducing the heat
dissipation (it upsets the power factor) and secondly
it may be used with a starter, to produce a high ignition
voltage. The choke also helps to suppress the CW
interference the tubes generate. Figure 1 shows a

typical fluorescent light set up. Note the capacitor
across the starter, this helps to suppress the RFI
produced by the ignition voltage and prevents the
starter from being welded together by the same
ignition voltage. The starter is a hellium filled lamp with
bimetallic contacts which are normally open. When
the lamp is switched on, the entire mains voltage
appears across the starter, which causes the helium
lamp to light. The design of this lamp is such that it
will only pass about 100mA. This current heats up the
Iamp which in turn heats up the bimetallic strips
These bend until they touch. At this point the helium
lamp is short circuited and is extinguished.

The heaters will now come on and the choke
tharges upl Meanwhile the bimetallic strips cool until
they spring apart, the current to the coil is then
abruptly removed. The effect of this is for the coil to
produce a large back voltage which is applied across
the tube This causes the lamp to flash and if the gas
is sufficiently hot it will ionise and the lamp will light
If not the cycle is repeated untilthe tube strikes, if ever

As the tube ages, it becomes more difficult to
strike, eventually it fails to strike at all. Once the tube
is excited, its resistance is Iower than the starter lamp
so it will ensure that the starter will not come back on
This process is very slow, resulting in the tube flashing
on and off when it is first turned on.

So the first thing we should do is to replace the
mechanical starter with some form o{ electronic one

Fig. 2 Circuit with electronic startel
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Phitips, the electronics giant, came up with a neat little
circuit they patented (1223733) as shown in {igure 2
It is fairly quick but not that quick at turning on the
tube and not much good for what we want to do later.
However it gives us a clue as to how to do it properly
if the circuit operation is described. Essentially when
the lamp is first turned on, the full mains voltage is
applied across the circuit. If the mains happens to be
going through a positive cycle then the voltage at the
junction of R7/R2 rises until it is high enough (30
Volts) to turn on the diac This switches on the thyristor
which turns on the heaters and passes lots of current
through the choke to 'charge' it up. On the negative
half cycle, the thyristor turns off and C2 is supposed
to resonate with the tube to produce around twice the
mains voltage to strike it. Note the use of R4 as a 'Q
killer' to stop the voltage rising too high. If the tube
doesn't stay alight then the process is repeated 50
times a second until it does.

As before, the voltage present across the tube,
when alight, is too low to turn on the diac. The circuit
will switch off. At this point it is worth exploring other
ways of turning on the tube quickly

THIN BARE WIRE
(5 AI\4P FUSE WIREI

Fig. 4 Making a self starter tube

The quick turn on
There are a couple of ways of turning on a tube very
quickly. The first involves the use of a metallic strip
rurrning all the way along the outside of the tube, this
is connected to one of the terminals via a very high
value resistor When voltage is applied, the Iull mains
voltage appears across the glass at one end and the
gas ionises very rapidly in the Jarge Electric field
produced. The conductive strip ensures that the now
ionised gas is evenly distributed along the tube (this
is how xenon tubes, used jn strobe lights, are'excited')

This type of tube, called a self starter, can be
struck without a starter as Jong as the heaters are kept
on, by the use of a special heater transformer or a
couple of low voltage (6 Volt max) transformers (see

figure 3). Don't be tempted to use two windings from
the same transformer as the full mains willbe between
one winding and the other and they may short out
unless wound on different bobbins Philips make a
special heater trans{ormer for this job.

You can make your own instant starter tube by
connecting a 1M resistor to one of the terminals and
winding a piece of wire around the tube connecting
one end to the resistor and sticking the other end
down to the tube with tape (see figure 4). We will
return to this later.

The other way of getting the tube to strike quickly
is to raise the voltage across it until it has to sirike. The
lamp will stay alight with a lower running voltage This
system is used very successfully in portable 12 Volt
fluorescent lamps, which tend to strike very quickly
Figure 5 shows a classic circuit which consists of a
blocking oscillator that acts as a voltage step up circuit
The circuit operates by having a proportion of the
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T1 IS EITHER A HEATER
TRANSFORMEB OR TWO

4.5v BELL TRANSFOBMERS

Fig. 3 Self starter fitting

primary current being fed back into the base of the
transistor thus ensuring continuous oscillation, R1
provides the base bias The transformer secondary
output voltage, with the tube off, will tend to rise to
a very high value which will eventually be enough to
strike the tube Once the tube is alight it will draw
current from the transformer and decrease the
voltage.

Note, the heaters are not connected, in fact this
circuit may be used to give a new lease of life to old
tubes. What we want to do is create this sort of effect,
but without the need for transistors and transformers.
For this we can use a physical effect called resonance.
If a circuit consisting of a coil and a capacitor are
placed in series (or parallel) there will be one
frequency at which the resulting output voltage will
rise rapidly This is called the resonant frequency. The
electronic starter used this effect, but limited the Q.
What we want to do is to allow the Q to reach a
maximum value so making the voltage across the tube
over 1kV The tube will strike instantly. Figure 6 shows
how simple this circuit is, just replace the starter with
a good quality polyester capacitor having an AC
voltage capability of at least 600V and a DC capability
of 1kV if possible

When you turn the circuit on don't be tempted
to put your fingers near it, it bites!

If the tube doesn't come on to full brightness
increase the value of the capacitor and if it flickers then
decrease it A 470n capacitor was a good starting
point for 20 Watt tubes. This instant turn on allows
us to do all sorts of things with the lights, for example
they may be used in sound to light units, sequencers
and so on. A favourite of mine is to use the tubes in
a seven segment display in an enormous digital clock
(16 foot high digits with 8 foot tubes!). There is of
course a down side, if you use a triac to turn the unit
on, the back EMF from the transformer tends to turn
the triac off again, which is tedious. For this reason
the circuit in figure 7 can be used, this provides a
continuous train of pulses which will turn on the triac
again The circuit is not turned on at the mains zero
crossing point so it will be a little noisy, but the choke
will limit ihe noise

How to be Dim
Dimming fluorescents needs a bit more care than

Fig. 5 Circuit with 12 volt fitring
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Fig. 6 Simple instant start

The two problems are
be brought up to full
hout the use of high
) and the other is that

with a standard phase controlled dimmer the choke
into the next cycle
is not very useful.
e by using our self
up. The second is

5kl15w for a 4Owatt tube, illustrated in figure g.
Note that all your problems are not over as a

I not dim as albulb. If you
o much the and you will
to wiping o with the DC

component thus produced. So you need to set the
minimum value on the dimmer (with an insulated
screwdriver or preferably with the mains off) to a point
just prior to the tube flickering.

19" RAGK CASES

ordercode frifiiifl'r; fi,"".ri, D weishr frice
U101 19x1 75 17x1 5x10 24kg 26.95
U103 19x525 17x50x10 3skg 29.95

U212 19x3.5 17x3.0x12 3.3k9 C29.75
U312 l9xs.25 17x5.0x12 4.0ks C31.95
U412 19x70 17x65x12 46kg e94.95
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Please add VAT to above pricos Overseas orders welcome
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Miniature Assembly Work?

Enjof, using a soldering Iron?
We are an Electronics Company located in SW'12
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How To MIDI A Piano (June 1989)
In Fig. 5 the connection from pin 19 of lCS
(MREQ) should go to pin 12 of IC7a, not pin 13
as shown. The component overlay is correct

MIDI Patchbay (July 1989)
Figure 3 shows Q1-6 as npn transistors. They
should in fact be pnp and their emitters should be
connected toR2-72 respectively (R12 is unlabel-
led). Although the bases are all connected together
they should not be connected to their emitters

Reflex Action (July 1989)
Two lines in the listing on page 30 need
amendment. Line 180 should read
180 PRINT'Enclosure volume : ":vb:PRINT"Iuned

to";fb;"H2":PRINT" -3db at "; I3:PRINT
"Ripple:'1;"db'
Line 280 should read
28o 1:(270O'a)/(vb"{b 2))-0 96-(a 0.5)

Chronoscope Revisited (September 1989)
In the paragraph headed 'Connectionsl D10 should
read LEDS (on the sensor board) Also in Fig. 2,
lC10 is shown reversed The notch should be next
to R49

Field Power Supply (September 1989)
Figure 2 was printed with the artwork densities
reversed, rendering a trifle tricky to interpret It was
reprinted together with a omitted colwinding data
on P62 of the October 1989 issue. A free
photocopy is available from ETI Editorial on receipt
of an SAE.

Iwenty metre recelver (January 1990)
The foil shown on page 61 was the wrong side
Constructors photographing this foil must use the
other side when making a PCB.

Frequency Meter (September 1988)
ln the circuit diagram: lC35 ground connection is
not shown. Capacitors C25 & 26 should not be
polarised. Tiansistors Q3,4,5 are shown as NPN.
lC1 is not labelled. Capacitor C10 should read 2n2.
Connections around the area betr.r,een IC3 & 4 are
incorrectly drawn - does not affect operation On
the main PCB overlay: lC4 is unlabelled. Capacitor
C10, lower end, is shown connected to ground but
should be connected to point C. Connection
between pins 3 & 5 of lC9 is missing Surprisingly,
we have reports that this project does work!

Guitar Tuner (May 1989)
On the PCB overlay: the component labelled IC1
to the right of capacitor C7 should be labelled IC4.
IC4 should be labelled IC3. Connection P2 is to the
battery *ve supply Socket SK1 is connected to
points P3,4,5, excepi that these points should be
connected via links to the pads directly to their right
onthe PCB! Diode polarity isnotshown Parts list
should contain R5,8,27 : 47k. R6,22 :l1k.

Intruderbeam (October 1989)
ln the circuit diagram: R9 should read 220R nol
220k. Capacitor C1 is shown the wrong way round
Capacitor C2 sh ouldbe 4p7 , not 2p2 In the Parts
List for the control unit: R6.8:lM; R7:1k;
R9:220R: R10:470R %W
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PCB FOIL

The Water Hole PCB
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Superscope Y2 input board
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Superscope Y1 input board
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John Brasier
0442 66651 Ext 310
Send your requirements to:
ETlClassified Department, ASP, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 5 words)

Bins ror, :ii;: vAr

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subiect to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 (Rer:Err3/eo)

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

it worth rheir while! An ICS
ney and have morefun out of
is the largesr correspondence
you want under the guidance
r phone today for your FREE

KE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!

Electronlcs tr Radio, Audio
and TV Seryi.ing tr

Baslc Electronic
EnSineerinS (City & Gullds) tr

Radio Amateu. Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) tr

Electrical Engineering tr Car Mechanics tr
Electrical Contmcting/
lnstallation tr

Computer
Programming tr

GCE over +O 'O' and 'A' level subiecEs'

Address P. Code-
lnlernailoralCorespdenceSchools, 3!2nt4HronSt
Tel:01643 9568 or0{1221 2926{24 h.s.) Deot EB-S30

Suflon. Suiley SMI 1PH
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JPG Electronics
Fesislo.s /.w 5ob cabon (E12) 1pi 1oh melal ilm 3p
Besslor Pack 85 drff€renl E12 valu6s + z€ro ohm [nk. lolal
contenr 1,000 r€sislo. e8S5
LEO'S 3mm or som red or9r6€n 6p €ach; Yellow 11p.ach
Cable ties 75mm 1p each t595 Fr 1m0 €4950 per 10,@
Stepping molor 4 phas€ 1 2v 75 st6p stuhms €8 95
$A 102 stepping molor driver.hrp 4395
FM Transmitler kiL d qualilv eund e7.94
Hgh qualily pholo rssist copfr clad €Fry glss boads

Dim€nsions Singr€ sidd hubl€ sdod
3x4 inches C095 e10
4xB inches t2@ t268
6rr2rnch€s c537
r2r12 inches 41086

Compuler grade capacto6 wilh sc.ew termls 3&00u1 2tu PS
mour 1W C199 @00ui l5v e295; 100@ul16v e1S
7 segmenl common Bnde LED display 12mm C045
LMA31AT5! low d@p oul 5v rqulabr rc24 pacb$ t0!5
85250 P chann€l MOSFET 1045
8C559 uanssror u2 PNP t335 per 1m
74LSs hd inv6n6rflo@ Fr 1m; usd t4 M sconkoler c35o
WtMtundhllspryffidutuffid
tufu* tu6inlt&bffiS;tuNe&
Crcuil & lor&€ eoSt 5 digil6v eldromagn€Iccounler Crss
Hour counlor (ud) 7 dEil2@ac 50h2 e095
LCD dEplay 16 digil 7t5 doEdol matrrx e50
@Effi keyhard 58 k6y qod quality swilch€s C5O0
Wd€ adg€ ol CMOS nL 74HC ZF Lrne€r Trennslo. kils,

caFcilors l@ls el. alwaF in dock
Pbase add 75p p&p Wt otbt VAT ncluded

JPG Electrcnics,
276 Chatsworth Road, Che8tertield 540 2BH

Acce$ odeE (0246) 211202 - CalleG welcome

PROMOIE YOUR

PRODUCT IN

ETI MAGAZINE

CALL

0442 66551

TO ADVERTISE
CALL

0442 66551
HEATHKIT U.K. Sparesand service
centre. Cedar Electronics, Unit 12,
Station Drive, Bredon, Tewkesbury
Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

TO REACH
60,000

READERS,
CALL

JOHN BRASIER
ON

0442 66551

Turn your surplus
transistors, lcs etc, into

cash. lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number:0945 588844

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED
SWITCHES easy to follow dia-
grams and uses only El 00 Com-
ponents and PCBs avatiabtel
Herrington, 63 Home Farm Rd,
Hanwell, London W7 1NL.

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER

SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

WE MANUFACIURE AND SUPPLY

lncluding microcassett€ recorder mroophones

receiler casPfles and ba[eries

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

lllite or phone br a detailed atzkgue rc

ESKAN ETECTRONICS tTD.
DEIT. ET, I'2 CTAI,EDONIAN ROAD. I.DNDON, NI

E 01-278 1768 =

f Send for our FREE price lisl PL18 & Focal
data sheet, All we ask for is a large S.A E,

(26p slamp) or $2 bill (air) oveiseas)

G,,1 HtcH TEcHNoLocy
r.- r IOUDSPEAKERUillTS&KITS

irivity of gssdB

easier design, lower
ncy, NEW KEVLAR
ouration.

TRADE ENOUIRIES WELCOMED
FAIJCON ELECTRONICS

Tabo. House, Norulch Road, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NB14 &rT (0508)78272

(PDprielo6 Fatcon tuousrcs Ud )
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DO YOU WANT USED
SCOPES .GENERATORS

POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS

DVMs ' OSCILLATORS
ATTENUATORS

TEST EQUIPMENT
Contact:

COOKE INTERNAIIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,

Main Road, Barnham
Bognor Regis,

West Sussex PO22 OEB
Tel: 0243 545111

Fax:0243 542457
Wlde range of items available ;r

Send for liers 
-

CAlIBBIDGE COl|llPUTER SCIENCE LIlIITED
roMBylewn(hssr€r,rs6d 3nonlhsdv .... .Fc2@eacn
5 25' Orsronves 80Tk DSDD.... . ..r3{ @ eacn

n ., .,..410.00.ach
.. . .. .e64.@ ser
... .....t10.00 66ch
.. .......€1S.00 each
bas s)
...... !3.0obox

0$ t16.00 each
L . l!5.00 €ach
.... c4,00 €ach
. . ... e2.@ €ach
.. ... 44.@each
.... e350each

. ... a{ 50 all 4T4LSTrL,pchandn'r,buv10orEor6ro, eO126ach
Typesavai$l€ OO 02'04'OA\1 13 & 2j 26,

30 32',38!2 74 83 961071@122I32
136 139 !45I5r I53t57 158 16316{ 191
193',298 365',m

EPFOMS 27128us€d el 50 €ach 2n28-28
e2 50 each6264SKByr€SEAM -r5 C300each -12 e3meach

6525632K8y16'.rs(s€l[rqoLts@r, .... tTOO€ach8KBfl6NVramctrps .... E3OOeachrlOOOtorr
20p,ndJlowpoil6lC$ckls .... E050/10!4m11OO

Is... ...... 0 c5.@/100
,LCDAm .. e8.@Each
a4 &0.
44.@ I !8.00 /3

Pn pbodeGbetostsoo.
A[ ol5olvATtoattOnc€s.

st or tormore into

Dept ETl,374 lrilton Road, Cambridqe, CB4 ISU
Tel: 0223 424602/0831 430496/0841 4s0ss2

(Mail oderonly, no lacilities lorcallers)

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 80-115MH2,500 metre
range, sensitive electret micro-
phone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL
OFFER complete kit ONLY 85,
assembled and ready to use [8.95
post free. Access/Visa orders tele-

FILL IN THE
COUPON BELOW

OR CONTACT
JOHN BRASIER

ON

0442 665s1
TO ADVERTISE

IN

ETI

SURVEILLANCE. Kits, Built
Modules, Plans, Bleep transmitters,
Voice switches, Portable EHL Sonic
gun plans etc. SAE list. Ace(Tl).99
Greenheath, Hednesford, Staffs.

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind
generators, high voltage teslas,
surveillance devices,
pyro
9rap
For
Plan
otd
Dymock Road, Ledbury,
Herefordshire, HRB 2HS.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT PLANS.
Ten au
prgect
send c
ableto
Forest
6AW.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Ourterms tor new advertisers (semi-dis.
play and lineage) are strictly pro-forma

ncg
sed
and
ads

payableto ARGUS SPECIALIST PUB-
LICATIONS and sent together with the
advertisements to:

Arg W"V,
He 7ST

There are no reimbursements lor
cancellations Advertisements arriving
too late for a particular issue will be
inserted in the lollowing issue unless
accompanied by instructions to the
contrary. lt is the responsibility of the
advertiser to ensure that the first in-
sertion ol every series is published
corrsctly, and corrections musl be
notif ied in iimo forthe second insertion,

complying with the various legal
requirements in force eg. The Trade
Description Act, Sex Discrimination Act
& the Business Advertisements (Dis.

closure) Order 197/.
Full Terms & vodising

ava

. SeriesXMixerKls upto
1,000 npu6. 6 aurharies
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compres$6, ercileE hE
na.hrner mders

. 1o0mm lade6, switches WE REPAIB
AUDIO EOUIPMENT
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K. Tek, P.O, Box 1zA, Surbiton,
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REPRESEI,{T

YOUR REGIOI{
ND ATTRACI

X/IORE CUSTOM

FOR MORE INFORMATION

ON SERIES DISCOUNTS

CONTACT

JOHN BRASIER ON

0442 66551

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
E L ECT RON I C S COM PO N E NT S P EC I A LI STS

627 ROMFORD RD,
MANOR PARK

LONDON E12 sAD
Tel: Ol-553 1174

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thurc l0-lpm
We stock a large range of TV & Video spares

one retailersin lhe UK. Fasland eftcienl,
sam lN SToCK ITEMSI Very competative

p Call Cricklewood Elecllonicsnow

40 CRICKLEWOOD BR0ADWAY, tOND0N I'lW2 3ET

Tel: 01-450 0995,452 0161

OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range of eldrcnrc components al

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 sDX

Tel: 031 667 2611
Open: Mon-Fri9affipm SaL gam-spm
Send 2x18p stamps for latei catalogue

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87/93 Dale Street Tel:051 236 0154

47 Whilechapel. Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
,TH E E LECT RO N ICS SPEC/ALlSTS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9 30-5 30

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access

COMEAND BROWSE BEFOREYOU BUY

ETlzKlnterpack 2 + Buggy
Set t59.95 + t1.95 p&p
This package also includes a wire remote control
buggy with instructions and programs but the
inter{ace supplied is the lnterpack 2 with a ZX
intercard to allow use with allmodels of Spectrum
computer The ZX Interpack 2 is a power-control
interface with many relay outputs and
switch/sensor inputs, idealfor the control of motors,
lamps, solenoids and so on for models or robotics.
This interface has the following facilities:

o six changeover relay switched outputs each
rated at 72V/LA

O eight switch/sensor inputs
o DCP expansion bus system

The lnterpack 2 * ZX lntercard plugs directly
the expansion bus of any ZX Spectrum computer
and is supplied with comprehensive applications
manual Further DCP modules or gour own
electrontcs can be added to the DCP BUS
expansion socket including stepping motors packs,

D-A converters, etc.

II]iTERFACE
PLUS

BT]GGY
BO rrI-IS!

Buggy may vary from that shown in picture 
I

Please rush me IInterbeeb 95 + f1.95 p&p 
IPlease ru

ZX Interp tisi ss + tl gs p&pl

NAME.... I

I
Credit Card No I
Expiry date . /. . Signature !

SPECAL OFFER r

Wi[.liIiffi "J1;:,,'j:LIJ].:ili,L'":
of DCPs highly successful computer interface packs

for BBC/Master or Spectrum computers at our
remarkably reduced rates, plus you get a wir€
remote-control buggy to be programmed and
controlled by the computer through your interface
This offers an ideal way to get introduced to the
thousands of programming possibilities provided
by these powerful packs.

Both packs contain all the necessary plugs,
cables and instructions complete with programs -
everything (except buggy batteries) to get your
computer in control this Christmas!

To order by post fill in the form here and send
it with a cheque payable to ASP Ltd to: ETI
READERS' SERVICES, ARGUS HOUSE,
BOUNDARY WAY HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2
7ST Credit card orders on 10442) 66551. Allow
28 days for delivery

ETI Interbeeb * Buggy Set
849.95 + 1.95 p&p
For BBC/Master owners, the Interbeeb can do
much more than )ust control a buggy's motors! It
is a general purpose control interface offering the
following facilities:
o eight channel S-bit analogue to digital converter
o four relay switched outputs rated at 72V/1,4
o four switch/sensor inputs

o 8-bit input port
o 8-bit output port
o DCP expansion bus system

The Interbeeb is supplied with its own mains power
pack and plugs into the lMHz bus socket of the
computer via the ribbon cable supplied Further
modules can be added later to the DCP BUS
expansion socket including stepping motor packs,
D-A converters and so on

I Pbur" nor. these prices are UK and Europe only. I
lY' * t :'Y !-' " 
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f f you have ever wondered how an aircraft
Ican be navigated skilfully through a
crowded sky and land its passengers safely
all at the guidance of electronics and radio
beacons then our next issue could be the
one for you. We continue with John Linsley
Hoods journey through the elements of
radio, examining the parts for good radio
reception. With the bass amp, it's'Business'
as usual. It includes the microprocessor
control, the watch dog that remembers all
filter and volume levels within this
impressive amplifier. We also take a look
behind the scenes with cable TV and if you
fancy designing a power supply right from
scratch with alldesign considerations, then
there's no need to look any further than the
April issue of ETI.

The very near future holds a bonus for
ETI readers. Fullcolour willstart to appear
in the centre pages on a regular basis to
highlight and exploit some complicated
aspects of todays technology, a feature that
will be welcomed by many.

Your friendly ETI handymag appears in
all good newsagents on 2nd March.

The above articles arc in pteparction but circumstances may prcvent publication

Making the amplifier fit the box is our business

What you missed in the February edition of ETI was the first part
of Superscope, a dual beam economy oscilloscope, an EPROM
Emulator and Ray Marston's second part to this series on Making
Waves with plenty of practical sine wave oscillators. More
importantly, you missed our free 66 page Top Projects magazine
for 1989 It contains some popular project designs we featured
last year It is still available as a back issue through the normal
channels whjle stocks last price 11.50

IF AN
ADVBRT IS WRONG,

WHO PUTS ITRIGHT?
We do The Advertlsing Sl,andards Authority ensures

advert,isemen[s meeLwith lhe strici Code ofAdverlising practice
So lf you question an adverl,iser. they have to

answen to us.
'lb find out more about the ASA. please write to

Advertising Standards Authorit,y.
Depart,ment X, Brook House,

Ttrrringl,on Place, London WCIE 7HN.

Thls space ls dona[ed ln t,h€ lnl,e]es[s of hlgh standards ltr adve]t laetnent s.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
MERLIN SYSTEMS .....58
NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS ........... .................... 24
PC WORTH LTD ........... ................. s8
PM COMPONENTS ..... 11
RADIO & TV COMPONENTS ........... 3
STEWARTS OF READTNG .............. ................. 47
SUMA DESIGNS .........47
TK ELECTRONICS ...... 13
TS|EN (UK) LTD ......... tBc
WILMSLOW AUDIO ...,.47
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TSIEN (UK) Ltd's vigourous development policy has produced
BOARDMAKER 2, with all the excellent facilities and features of
BOARDMAKER 1 supplemented by full Netlist capability. This means
that netlists generated by schematic capture (orcAD,schema il etc),
by hand or generated within BOARDMAKER's ratsnest editor can be
used to assist and check routing. The major benefits of this are much
quicker routing and getting it right first time.

BOARDMAKER 2 maintains TSIEN's philosophy of making powerful
facilities immediately available to the designer by keeping them
logica[, visual and easy to use. This unique collection of tools for just
f295 outstrips those on many packages that have commanded a
higher price.

Full upward compatibility from BOARDMAKER 1 to BoARDMAKER 2
allows current users to make a painless upgrade to a more powerful
system. Non supported BoARDMAKER 1 customers will be able to
upgrade. Ring for details.

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Labs.
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge
C83
Tel.
Fax

ODJ
0223 277777

Develooed and
sunnofiitpt in the

tsien 0223 276444
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HIGH FIDELIW SURROUND SOUND PROCESSOR
with 30+30W stereo amplifiertor rear channels and
remote control operation. Now you can experience 

,

cinema sunound sound in your own home, add
stunning new depth to your lavourite Stereo recordings,
and greatly enhance old mono recordings. All
video tapes marked "Dolby Stereo" include the
original sunound sound encoding that is
reproduced in the cinema. The Maplin SS2
Processor can decode this information when
the tape is played on an "HQ Stereo" video
cassette recorder, and reproduce the sunound
sound special eflects and music.iust the way it

was in the cinema. All you need to supply is a
pair ol rear speakers. Plus you can enjoy
sunound sound realism with your lavourite

CABLES & CONNECTOHS. View the extensive range leatured in our 580-PAGE Catalogue.

Available in all our shops or from lUHSmith price e2.25

HOTLINE

All ilens aro subject to availability, all prices includa VAT

being there live at the perlormance but in the comtort of your own living room. And

old mono music records can be given new lile and turned into pseudo-stereo by

switching to matrix. The Maplin SS2 Surround Sound Processor is a stunning
addition to your hi-fi and video entertainment. Astonishingly this superb piece of
hi-fi equipment can be yours lor just t139.95 complete with remote control.

ll order b€low !9 25

Name ............ ,6lrl1tlal,ll'Hii!
up to f10

Address Add cara96

. post cods ..... Total
I authorise you to debit my Credit Card account for the cost of goods despatched

Crsdit Card ro
Access Amex Visa Delets as required

lf ordering by Credit Card please sign

Expirydateof CrodilCard .............

stereo records or stereo FM broadcasts and enjoy the leeling ol

4 ?*T* l
wlt;_ G*l

AUDIO SELECTOB you can now link-up
and switch between four diflerent video/audio
sources and your VCR or W Compatible with either
mono or stereo equipment, the Maplin Video/Audio
Selsclor is grgat value at t9.95. ll a combination of
mono and ster€o equipment is used, two-into.one
phono adaptors should be used.

&f@kaf @ru&ys&.

Now! Y0U can convert YOUR favourite

& slides onto video in the comfort of YOUR

own home. Simply project a slide or lilm onto

the side of the converter, and aim your video

camera at the front of the mini-screen and

MAGIC MOMENTS ARE YOURS FOBEVER!

It may even be possible to correct faded

colours, and you can add your own

soundtrack ol music or narration, even

creating special eflects! A high contrast

screen and good quality optics, combine to

.ensure high quality transfers. Window focus
and video screen image size = 84 x 67mm

Supplied with adjustable height stand, and

the front face has easy clean access to the

optical parts.

Enhance the picture and stabilise
rolling! Video/audio level
conlrols, and a stabiliser
control let you overcome
picture rolling

5,4ljF:T *E ?$.8

tir,sit'sid.+ *'ft:f..ag

&flore rce&.
less roll for

*{

0rder Coupon Send this coupon to P.0. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex 556 8LR
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